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This afternoon we are commemorating the ninety-
second anniver.sary of the birth of Daniel De Leon, su-
preme social scientist of America, and the only truly 
great Marxist produced in this hemisphere. At pre-
ceding De Leon anniversaries we have discussed vari-
ous aspects of De Leon's many-faceted genius. This 
afternoon it is proposed that we consider briefly his. 
labors and trials in the field of social science-or, per-
haps I should say, his place in the field of, and relation 
to, social science. For the many varied activities of 
De Leon as a Marxian Socialist-whether considered 
as a pioneer Socialist editor, as an educator, as ,vorking 
class theoretician and tactician, social moralist, uncom-
promising proletarian protagonist, social architect, So-
cialist disciplinarian, orator, etc.-these many varied 
activities and functions constituted but, so many diverse 
applications of his findings and conclusions as a social 
scientist. 
And it is of passing interest to note the fact that 
the birth of modern social science almost coincides with 
that of De Leon. For social science, as "ve understand 
the term, and as now more or less generally accepted 
(however grudgingly), is scarcely as old as De Leon 
would have been had he lived to this day. "The Com-
munist Manifesto," written by Marx and Engels in 
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1848, heralded the birth of modern social science, and 
the publication of Marx's "Critique of Political Econ-
-omy," in the year 1859, actually marks the year of its 
birth, though it may be said that it took eight years for 
'it to emerge out of its swaddling clothes, and nearly 
twenty years before it stood firmly on its ' own legs. 
With the publication of Marx's "Capital" in 1867, so-
cial science was full-fledged, and 'with the publication of 
Morgan's ",Ancient Society" in 1878 we may say that 
it could stand on its own, henceforth to be regarded 
equally as important a-s, aye, even more so than, the 
science of biology which also emerged during the same 
period as a full-fledged science. In fact, Marx's "Cri-
tique of Political Economy" and Darwin's epoch-mak-
ing "Origin of the Species" were both published in the 
year 1859. 
Indeed, general science is a compal:'"atively modern 
phenomenon, though its roots, of course, lie embedded 
in antiquity. Prior to 'the Renaissance, that which 
passed for science was hardly more such than alchemy 
and theology, for example, were sciences. The word 
science frightens or overawes some people. And yet _ 
the term implies nothing more than the organizing or 
systematizing and correlating of facts, and the knowl-
edge derived from facts, to which have been applied 
human intelligence 'and reasoning. As De Leon put it 
tersely: "Science proceeds from facts." The term is 
derived from a Latin word which means to know 
(Scire). The accepted dictionary definition of the -term 
is: "Knowledge gained by systematic observations, ex-
periment, and reasoning; knowledge coordinated, ar-
ranged, and systematized." Generally, a thi~g may be 
said to have been reduced to a science when related 
phenomena are noted as recurring with regularity under 
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similar conditions and circumstances. John Stuart Mill 
observes: 
"Since all phenomena which have been suffjciently 
examined are found to take place with regularity, each 
having certain · fixed conditions, positive and negative, 
on the occurrence of which it invariably happens, man-
-kind ' have been able to ascertain .... the conditions of 
the occurrence of m~ny phenomena; and , the progress 
of science mainly consists in ascertaining these condi. 
tions." . 
Speaking of the "realms of ideology" (such as-
religion, philosophy, etc.) , Frederick Engels, co-
founder with Marx of Scientific Socialism, observed 
that "these have a prehistoric stock, found already in 
existence and taken over in the historic period, of what 
we should today call bunk." Continuing he said: "These 
various false conceptions of nature, of man's own be-
ing, of spirits, magic forces, etc., have for the most 
part only a negative economic basis -; hut the low eco-
nomic development of the prehistoric period is supple-
mented and also partially conditioned and even caused 
by the false conceptions of nature ..... The history of 
science is the history , O.f the gradual clearing lof this 
nonsense or of its replacement by fresh but already less 
absurd nonsense."l 
It is true, as De Leon frequently observed, that 
truth' unites and that error -scatters. But it is also true 
that, through error or falsehood, truth, or a greater 
truth, is reached. This principle is confirmed particu-
larly in social science. Quoting approvingly Auguste 
lLetter ~o Conrad Schmidt, October 27, 1890. 
Comte, the French POSItIVISt philosopher, De Leon 
said: " 'Rather a wrong theory than no theory at all.' 
A theory [he continued], be its 'abstract doctrine' ever 
so defective, still is instinct with the virtue of impart-
ing direction to the \vork done,' and practical experi-
ence may then rea~t upon the propelling 'abstract doc-
trine' itself and correct its possible defects; on the con-
trary, 'work done' undirected by any 'abstract doctrin~' 
~,hatever ,viII fruitlessly expend its energies in the 
wilderness."1 In short, argued De Leon, no theory at 
all, however defective, no groping for truth, hence in-
tellectual stagnation and . spiritual death. Paradoxical 
as it may seem, science has its origin in superstition, in 
the gropings for and speculations with the supernatural, 
to which primitive peoples give anthropomorphic or 
mythological explanations. 
As -one commentator has put it: "W"e may regard 
such as childlike fancies, but they were doubtless an ad-
vance on the ,,'ant of all explanation which preceded 
them .... [they] played the first and chief part of a 
scientific hypothesis in pointing the way to furt]1er in-
quiry. Much 'useful knowledge was acquired and much 
skill gained in logical analysis before these prilnitive 
explanations were proved insufficient. A false theory 
which can be compared with facts may be "more useful 
at a given stage of development than a true one beyond 
the comprehension of time .. ... " Obviously, Comte's 
dictum, "Rather a wrong theory than no theory at 
all," does not mean that when one is presented with a 
wrong and a correct theory, one is better off in accept:-
ing the wrong theory than in rejecting both. He who 
would accept a wrong theory, knowing of the correct 
l.''"'Marxian :Science and rthe Colleges," iby Daniel De Leon. 
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one, would thereby either prove himself a fool or a 
trifler. De Leon's own intellectual development consti-
tutes a case in point. 
As is well known, De Leon came to the Socialist 
Labor Party through the single tax movement. Hav-
ing perceived the folly of Henry George's theories, he 
became interested in the Nationalist movement and 
Edward Bellamy's activities, having been particularly 
impressed with Bellamy's book, "Looking Backward." 
For some time he had sensed that there was something 
seriously wrong in society, something which at first 
eluded him. The single tax theory attracted him, no 
doubt because of its ' seeming radicalism, its constant 
criticism of landlordism which logically (if perhaps un-
consciously) soon extended to a criticism of plutocratic 
practices generally, though George's theories, far from 
including a condemnation of capitalism, actually upheld 
and exonerated capitalism and capitalist principles. It 
was an accident which brought De Leon into the labor 
movement-as he put it in that matchless contribution 
to social science, "Two Pages from Roman History": 
" .... a cat's paw of the Labor Movement drew me 
\vithin its whirl." 
In 1883 he had competed for a prize lectureship 
on International Lavv at Columbia and won it, receiv-
ing the appointment for a term of three years. He was 
appointed for a second term of three years in 1886, 
with the promise of a full professorship at the expira-
tion of that term. Apparently De Leon was entering 
upon a nice, sheltered career as professor at the con-
servative Columbia University. But fate decreed 
otherwise. In that year (1886), as a consequence of 
streetcar strikes in N evv York City, Henry George was 
nominated for Mayor by the United Labor party con-
II 
vention, and De Leon came out tor him as the "\vorkers1 
candidate. The Columbia faculty, shocked at D e 
Leon's "treason" to his class, and to the sacred tradi-
tions of Columbia, tried to muzzle him, but he declined ' 
to be muzzled. When his secDnd term expired (in 
1889), he demanded his full professorship, but his de .. 
mand was met by many excuses and he was finally of-
fered a third term of his prize lectureship. He de-
clined and shortly thereafter, in anger and contempt, 
severed all connections with Columbia which, however, 
many years later got its revenge (though, of course, it 
did not plan it so), as \ve shall see later. 
De Leon gave vigor,ous support to Henry George 
in the 1886 campaign, but, as I said before, it did not 
take him long ,to discover that the single tax theory 
was unsound and unscientific-that it 'vas, indeed, com-
pletely at variance with the teachings of modern social 
science. In 1887 there was published in ·N ew York 
City a translation of a book by Frederick Engels, en-
titled "The Condition of the Working Class in Eng-
land," originally written in I 844. For this American 
edition Engels had ,vritten a special preface in which 
he sharply criticized the American labor movement of 
that day . . It contained also a devastating criticism of 
the single tax theory which De Leon must have read 
during that year or the next. It is safe to assume that 
\vhen he read this passage from Engels's preface, he 
then and there settled his accounts in full with Henry 
George and his grotesque travesty on economics and 
soci al sci ence : 
"To Henry George [wrote Engels], the expropria-
tion ~f the mass of the people from the land ' is the 
great and universal cause ~f the splitting up of the peo-
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pIe into rich and poor. . Now this is not correct his-
torically. In Asiatic and classical antiquity, the pre-
dominant form of class-oppression -was slavery; that is 
to say, not so much the expropriation 'of the masses 
from the land as the appropriation of their -persons. 
When, in the decline of the Roman Republic, the free 
Italian peasants were expropriated from their farms, 
they formed a class of 'poor whites' simi1.ar to that of 
the Southe·rn slave states before 186 I; and between 
slaves and poor whites, two classes equally 'unfit for 
self-emancipation, the old world went to pieces. In 
the middle ages, it was not the expropriation of the 
people from but, on the contrary, tpeir appropriation 
to the land which became the source of feudal oppres ... 
sion. The peasant retained his land but was attached 
to it as a serf or villein, and made liable to tribute to 
the lord' in labor and in produce. It was only at the 
da,vn of modern times, towards the end of the fifteenth 
.century, that the expropriation of the pe.asantry on a 
large scale laid the foundation for the modern class of 
wage-workers w.ho . possess nothing but their labor-
power and can live only by the selling of that labor-
powe.r to others .... 
"If Henry Ge-orge declares land .. monopolization to 
be the- sale cause of poverty and misery, he naturally 
finds the remedy in th~ resumption of the land by so-
ciety at large. Now, th.e Socialists of the school of 
Marx, too, demand the res-qmption, by society, of the 
land, and not only of the land, but of all other means 
of production likewise. But even if \ve leave these out 
of the question, there is another difference. What is . 
to be done with the land? Modern Socialists, as rep-
re,sented by Marx, demand that it should be held and 
worked in Gommon a-nd for common account, and the 
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same with all other means of social production -
mines, railways, factories, etc. Henry George would 
confine himself to letting it out to individuals as at pres-
ent, merely regulating its distribution and applying the 
rents for public, instead of, as at present, for private 
purposes. What the Socialists demand implies a total 
revolution of the whole system of social production; 
what Henry George demands leaves the present mode 
of social production · untouched, and has, · in fact, been 
anticipated by the extreme section of Ricardian bour-
geois economists who, too, demanded the confiscation 
of the rent ·of land by the State." 
Thus, through the basically false single tax theory; 
De Leon reached the correct, the scientifically sound 
'theory. At this time he entered upon a thorough study 
of social science, specifically economics, sociology and 
anthropology, "vith particular . attention to the great 
works by Marx, Engels and Morgan, translating sev-
eral of the most important works by the two first-
mentioned. He had now commenced his career as a 
master in social science to which he subsequently made · 
such vital contributions, enriching and enlarging ·upon 
that science, bringing it to the point where it could ful-
fill the highest mission of sci~ntific truth, namely, the 
advancing of social ,velfare and providing the basis for 
ultimate universal "veIl-being ·and human happiness. 
II. 
Analysis of a Sinister ·Social Force. 
But though De Leon preeminently was a master in 
s~cial science, it was not merely in the study closet, or 
in cloister~d retreat, that he performed his labors. For 
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he soon found himself the storm-center of the labor 
movement, the turbulence of which would seem 
strangely alien to this profound thinker and s~holar. 
And, considering the turbulence of the social and po-
litical arena, considering the passions and hatreds 
aroused against De Leon by the fakers and misle~ders 
because of his intellectual integrity, his uncompromising 
stand on scientific truth and facts, irrespective of per-
sonal feelings or resentments, it is a wonder that he 
found the time, the necessary seclusion, and that com-
parative peace of mind and detachment, essential to all 
scientific labors. . 
By what seeming n1agic he did find the ' time and 
the opportunities we shall probably never fully kno,v, 
except that we do know that De Leon spent his life 
freely, without stint, in the service of social' science 
and the working class movement-so freely that, at 
the comparative,ly early age of 62, . his great heart 
cracked. But we know that he pursued his scientific 
studies unceasingly, besides attending to the many self-
imposed duties which he was called upon to perform 
as editor, lecturer, translator, candidate for public of-
fice, etc., etc. We know this because the fruits of his 
scientific studies and research are found in his \vritings 
-scattered through the mass of editorials and articles 
that ceaselessly flowed .. from his pen, and because he 
has left the mark of his labors as a social scientist in-
delibly on the records of our time. 
Only a scholar thoroughly satur'ated with knowl-
edge in his chosen field, primarily social science, could 
so readily and with such scientific precision, discourse 
upon the many questions that presented themselve~, 
or which were presented to him by those eager to 
learn. And "vhile De Leon did come to his chosen 
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vocation with ripe scholarship, it must be remembered 
that sOGial science, in the modern sense, was of very 
recent origin-contemporaneous, in fact, with De Leon 
himself. Much of what we today accept in social sci. 
en.ce as definitely settled was, in De Leon's early life, 
still the subject of · hot dispute, not merely with the 
apologists and defenders of capitalism and capitalist 
institutions, but within the Socialist Labor movement 
itself. Essentially De Leon's st'ruggle was the same 
struggle that all great scientists and pioneers have 
fought since the search for scientific truths first moved ' 
men of lofty purpose and high integrity to sfake their 
lives and all in the contest. For science is a relentless 
taskmaster~it holds its votary in a merciless grip, 
driving him on and on to the point of utter exhaustion, 
now through the valley of doubt, now through the 
shadow of death; now to the summit of triumph, and 
perhaps again into the pit of despair. And thus it has 
been throughout the ages, even in the groping stage of 
science. But it was not until men. of science met in 
head-on collision \vith vested interests that the struggle 
literally became a contest to the death. 
Science, as I have said .before, is of comparatively 
recent origin. In the broadest sense, the ancients 
were scientists, and names such as Pythagoras, Aristar-
chus, Empedocles, Democritus, Euclid, Aristotle, to 
mention ' a few, loom large on the horizon at the dawn 
of history. The ancient Chaldeans are cr~dited WIth 
having discovered periodic recurrence in eclipses and 
in other cosmic phenomena. But the dissolution of 
ancient Greece, and the rise of Roman CivilizatioR, 
put a st.op to all that-for centuries, at least, though 
progress of a sort continued along other paths. The 
rise of Christianity resulted jn stifling practically all 
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genuine scientific research for nearly a thousand years, 
though we must not conclude that the intellect-stifling 
spirit of the Roman '-Catholic Church during this long 
night was wholly without beneficia) results. 
For the dissolution of ancient society, the overrun-
ning of the then civilized world by barbaric hordes, 
had thrown society into temporary anarchy which, un-
checked, might have plu~ged mankind back into sav-
agery, to start all over again on the painful up,vard 
journey. The church imposed an authoritarianism on 
society which today we wo~ld call clerical despotism, 
or theocracy, a " despotism thai brooked no opposition 
nor permitted of any independent thought vvhatsoever. 
And to make the authority appear valid, it was pre-
sented as emanating from the " deity. Restless and un-
ruly man was not al,vays disposed to yield to authority 
assumed by 3: mere fello\v-mortal. It ~Tas, I believe, 
Paul Lafargue who said that the selni-savage Hebre\v 
tribes would never have accepted the la ws_ an"d corn-
mandments from Moses unless he had invented the 
story of his conference with Jehovah on Mount Sinai . 
. " Moses lied," said this writer in effect, "because he" 
knevv that he himself could not secure acceptance of 
his laws and commandm~nts unless he could assure his 
followers that they emanated directly from Jehovah 
himself I"~ 
The authority of "the church becalne supren1e dur-
ing the dark centuries, though contested again and 
again by other ruling class elements. And the fruits 
of that authority were deadly, however- important was 
the service rendered" by the Church du.ring the dark 
period of thi·eatening social anarchy and social dissolu-
tion which rendered that service necessary. Among 
these fruits "vere an appalling superstition and abysmal 
Ir'j . 
ignorance generally. Indeed, to know a$ little as pos-
sible was even in some quarters p.roclaimed as a sign 
of holiness, or at least as a special virtue. Just as there 
were men \vho ~~ere regarded holy in proportion to the 
amount of filth they could surround themselves \vith, 
so the re were some who would cultivate ignorance to 
keep clear of sin and worldly contamination! Even 
the g reat philosopher Montaigne spoke approvingly of 
igno rance when cultivated in the name of piety. ,. [ 
have pleasure in some place [vvrote Montaigne], to see 
. men, who for devotions sake have made Vo\y of ig-
norance, as of chastity, poverty and penitance .... it is 
richly to accomplish the VO\V of poverty, to joyne that 
of the minde unto it. We neede not rnuch learning for 
to liv e at ease . .. . IVe have neede of little learning to 
hav e a go od minde . ..... Bookes have not so much 
served mee for instruction as exercitation. "1 
This was generally the attitude of the church as 
regards the masses, '\rvho in the eyes of the church had 
no need of learning, since their sole purpose and des-
tiny. were to toil for the elect, breed a new crop of toil-
ers, and die for the greater glory of church and prince! . 
vVhat need had they of brains when the church and 
the elect fevv had enough for all and to spare! 
With the profound insight of the true social sci-
entist, De Leon has analyzed the program and purpose 
of the church during this critical period in mankind's 
history: 
" 'Tis not the wild-eyed Anarchist alone [wrote De 
IJeon] who sweepingly denounces as 'devilish sc;hemes" 
all modern social institutions upon the ground of the 
harm that these are seen to work. The Anarchist 
. 
, l,M ontaigne's Ess~ys, ITI, 12. 
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spirit that prompts such sociologically shallo\v reason-
ing animates many others who are otherwis~ rnentally 
well balanced. Among the institutions thus sha llo'vly 
denounced as 'devilish schemes' is the Roman Catholic 
political organization. 
"The men [continued De Leon] whom the philos-
opher Auguste Comte refers to as the organizers of 
what has become the Roman Catholic pol;tical body 
were no fiends, intent upon evil. As wi th r~ligions, 
none of which teaches immorality, so with poli ical 
bodies. The Roman Catholic political machine is no 
exception. The loftiest of purposes aninlatccl its con-
struction, and may not, even today, be denied to nlany 
of its leaders. That purpose was to secure the weI fare 
of the peoples, the peace of sbciety." 
Continuing, De Leon said: 
. "The Roman Catholic political machine was or-
ganized at a season when· Greek and Roman civilIza-
tion, together with the power for social order. which 
they imparted, had crumbled to ruins, and simulta-
neously hordes of barbarians inundated Europe. Aim-
ing at social peace and popular well-being, the founder$ 
of the Roman Catholic polity grappled with the prob-
lem before them. Unfortunately for the human race 
the sociologic premises from which these well-meaning 
men proceeded were of the falsest. The principle thus 
evolved was radically ,vrong. What was that prin-
ciple ?" 
Concluding on this point, De Leon said: 
"It may be reduced to a mathematical formula, 
presentable in simple figures: . 
"Say, society consists of I 00 adults, male and fe-
male. Of this number, so the formula runs, fully 
three-four:ths, 75, are unfit for self-rule, or self-gov-
ernment. They must be rendered harmless to them-
selves, and to others. The remaining 25 are, to various 
degrees, fit for self-government, or rule. But the full 
number is not needed, 5 will suffice. What shall be 
done with the superfluous 20? Their ambition will 
push them to enter the circle of select and el~ct. IJeft 
to themselves, these 20 will work as much mischief as 
'The 75,' if left to themselves. The alternative is, 
either social disorder, or the incapacitating of 'The 20,' 
along with ' 'The 75,' from the participation in rule. 
There being nothing else to do, the methods adopted 
to render 'The 75' harmless to themselves and to so-
ciety, must be the methods applied to 'The 2o'--DIG 
OUT THEIR BRAINS-destroy their individuality , 
and ' self-reliance. To . use sociologic terminology, the 
social system aimed at by the founders of the Roman 
Catholic polity ,vas the paternal system, with the 
masses of the population held in the status of wards to 
a select few. Th'e title of 'Father,' given by the Ro-
man Catholic polity to its officers, and reappearing in 
the title of 'Pope' [from "papa, " father] accurately re ... 
flects the paternal spirit of that governmental system. 
"Thus, receiving the propelling impulse for its sup-
posed necessity from its barbarian and dominant sur-
roundings, was launched the Roman Catholic political 
system, an institution that became, as it could not 
c~oose but become, the scourge of man while it held 
power; and t .. hat today, crippled ' though it is by ad-
vanced enlightenment, continues a hindrance, if not a 
mena,ce to progress. "1 
l"Abolition of ,Poverty,'" by Daniel De Leon. 
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The lesson in social science imparted here by pe 
Leon, is vital and one of the highest order in impor-
tance. It teaches us, not merely why a sinister social 
force came into being, its social function and purpose, 
but also how to appraise it today and how to cope ,vith 
it and" to overcome its menacing influence-menacing, 
that is, to further social progress. The Socialist Labor 
Party today has learned that lesson well. 
III. 
The Marxian F ()undation. 
The first breach in this wall of superstition and ig-
norance, and the first beginnings of the revival of learn-
ing, came as a result of the crusades of the I I th and 
12th centuries. Whatever the purpose of these bloody 
expeditions, ' and however great the harm and damage 
in other respects caused by them, the crusades did serve 
as carriers of progress, as do all great wars. . The cru-
sades had caused vast sums of money to flow into the 
coffers of the Church of Rome, resulting in a great in-
crease in the power of the church. That power cor-
rupts, especially unchecked or unregulated power, has 
become a maxim. And, with the vast increase in wealth, 
corruption in the ~hurch began to increase and spread ' 
rapidly. . 
Correspondingly less wealth and revenue flowed to 
the kings and the princes, \vho soon found themselves 
in dire straits, and more or .less at the mercy of the 
popes. King Philip the Fourth of France '( also called 
The Fair), for example, found himself facing bank-
21 
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ruptcy, and decided to do something about it. The 
measures he took (including the levying of taxes on 
church property) brought .him into violent conflict with 
the papacy. He was excommunicated, . and in turn 
made grave charges against the Pope, Boniface VIII, 
and finally he sent an emissary to Rome to arrest the 
Pope. The Pope's palace was stormed, Boniface was 
taken prisoner, and died within a few days-some say 
of maltreatment. The French king induced the car· 
dinals to elect a Frenchman as Pope, and the papacy 
was .moved to Avignon in France. An opposition Popt! 
was set up in Rome, and nearly three-quarters of a cen· 
tury elapsed before a universally recognized papacy 
was restored to Rome . . 
The result of all this was to bring the church into 
ill repute. Many lost their confidence in, and super-
. stitious fear of, the church, and increasing numbers 
expressed their doubts concerning the claims ·of the 
church. The world had expanded, economic forces 
were relentlessly at work, and irrevocably the time had 
passed when the Pope could exact unquestioned obedi-
ence. A new age had arrived, the age of the Renais-
sance, and with that the new age of science, of inven-
tions and discoveries, migrations of peoples, overturn 
of kingdoms, and finally the utter decay of feudalism. 
" With the decay. of feudalism came the rise to power of 
merchants and manufacturers, and \vith this the crude 
beginnings of social science, manifesting themselves at 
first in speculations and theorizings upon society, and 
later attempts were made to explain the new social 
phenomena, much as formerly natural phenomena had 
~xclusively been the ·subject of speculation and theoriz-
Ing. 
The term social science is not the commonly ac-
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cepted one for the science of human society, yet logic 
would seem to decree that it should be. "[here are 
those who insist that sociology is the rnore fitting term~ 
Sociology, as a scientific terlTI, was first used by Auguste 
Comte in 1839-in fact, he is credited with having 
coined the word, in its French form, of course, as 
Sociologie. The term social science, however, seems 
more inclusive. In speaking of social science, De Leon 
" generally included sociology, economics and anthropol-
ogy. "Science, in the language of De Leon, ilnplies 
prescience, that is, the power ,to foresee. Of . all sci-
ences, social science is undoubtedly the lTIOst important, 
since all other sciences ultimately contribute to it," and 
since all other sciences would have neither meaning nor 
justification except in so far as they subserve the aims 
and purposes of social science. For social science is 
the science of ultimate human welfare, of human hap-
piness."1 
It was the British sociologist, Benjamin Kidd, ,vho 
observed that, since "it is the meaning of the soci al 
process which in the last resort controls everything, 
even the human mind and all its contents, so none of 
the sciences of human action, such "as ethics, politics, 
economics pr psychology can have any standing' as a 
real science except it obtains its credentials through 
sociology [social science] by making its approach 
through the soci.ological method." 
This sums up very ~ell De Leon's conception. of so .. 
cial science; and is, in substance, a paraphrase of hi s 
brief summary and conclusion in his essay, "Anti-Sen1i-
tism." De Leon, of course, speaks of Socialisln, by 
1 "Daniel De uon: His Contr~bution to ~1arxian Science," by 
Arnold ,Petersen, 19.31. 
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which is meant the science of Socialism, or social scien~e. 
"Socialism," wrote De Leon, "with the light it 
casts around and within man, alone· can cope with these 
[social] problems. Like the sea that takes up in its 
bosom and dissolves the innumerable elements poured 
into it from innumerable rivers, to Socialism is the task 
reserved of solving one and ·all the problems that have 
come floating down the streams of time, and that have 
kept man in internecine strife with man."! 
Nobler or more beautiful words .could not be 
phrased to . describe the noblest of all sciences, the 
loftiest of all aims, than these 'moving lines by one of 
the noblest men who ever lived and labored in the ser-
vice of the working class and human society. 
The temptation is strong to review here the prog-
ress of social · science, as a science, but it vvould take us 
too far afield. Reference, : however, was made before 
to social science having been born, so to speak, in the 
year 1859, when Marx's "Critique of Political Econo-
my" (forerunner of his monumental \vork, "Capital") 
vvas published. It i.s in this earlier work by Marx that 
we find the first complete analysis of value and surplus 
value, combined with a brief historic sketch of money, 
. its various functions and purposes-the first scientific 
presentation, in short, of the secret of capitalist ex-
propriation of the fruits of labor, of the exploitation 
of the \vorking class by the capitalist class. It is in this 
significant work also that we fiQd the first comprehen-
sive statement of his great and original theory ,vhich 
he called "the Materialist Conception of History." 
-In his preface to "Critique, etc.," Marx recalls 
l"Anti-Semitism," by Daniel De Leon. 
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that he was led by his studies of Hegel, and specifically 
Hegel's "J>hilosophy of Lavv," to ~he ~onclusion "that 
legal relations as well as forms of state could neither 
be understood by themselves, nor explained by the sq-
called general progress of ,the human mind, but that 
they are rooted in the material conditions of life, which 
are summed up by Hegel .... under ' the name 'civic . 
society.'" And Marx brilliantly adds: "The anatomy 
of -that civic society is to be sought in political econo-
my." Here, in a few words, Marx summed up all 
that is basic in modern social science, and which had 
not theretofore been postulated: Society (that is, a 
particular social system) is an organism; as an organ-
ism it is subject to the process which attends all organ-
isms-birth, growth, maturity, decay and death. As 
an organism it possesses an anatomy. That anatomy, 
says Marx, must be sought in .the science of economics, 
a branch of social science. Master that science, and 
you possess the key that unlocks the. "secrets" of so-
ciety, specifically capitalist society. 
Marx's profound statement, which I shall presently 
quote, caused a revolution in human thinking and, as 
stated, for the. first time 'scientifically placed man in his 
proper relation to human society and historic develop-
ment. De Leon, ,vith his great intellect, further en-
larged upon, and clarified Marx's brilliant scientific 
hypothesis, bringing out all its implications, and 
through a thousand and one applications to contempo-
rary capitalist society,. and with many illustrations bor-
rowed from history . and from the sciences generally, 
formulated his great discovery in social science, his 
"plan" for· the future constitution of civilized societv-
"the third great plan of government," to horro~ a 
phrase. from Morgan's "Ancient Society." I now 
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quote Marx's great introductory statement to social 
science and ask your indulgence for a somewhat lengthy 
quotation. But the statement is of the' greatest impor-
tance in social science, and in considering De Leon's 
own contributions to that science. Said Marx: 
"In the social production which men carryon they 
enter into definite relations that are indispensable and 
independent of their will; these relations of production 
correspond to a definite stage of development of their 
material forces of production. The sum total of these 
relations of production constitute the economic structure 
of society-the real foundation, on which rise legal and 
political superstructures and to which correspond defin-
ite forms of social consciousness. The mode of pro-
duction in material life determines the general charac-
ter of the social, political and spiritual processes of life. 
It is not the consciousness of men that determin~s their 
existence, but, on the contrary, their social existence 
determines their consciousness. [That is, people in 
the age of mass-production, electricity, the automobile 
and radio, etc., think in terms entirely different from 
what they did in the age of individual handicraft, the 
stage coach, etc., etc.] At a certain stage in their de-
velopment, the material forces of production in society 
come in conflict with the existing relations of produc-
tion or-which is but a legal expression for the same 
thing-with the property relations within which they 
had been at work before. From forms of development 
of the forces of production these rela tions turn into 
their fetters [i.e., become hindrances]. Then -comes the 
period of social revolution. With the change of the 
economic foundation [ of society] the entire immense 
, superstructure is more ~r less rapidly transformed. In 
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considering such transformations the distinction should 
always tbe made between th~ material transformations 
of the economic conditions of production which can be 
determined with the precision of natural science, and 
the legal, political, religious, esthetic or philosophic-
in short, . ideological forms in whic-h men become 'Con-
scious of this conflict and fight it out. Just as our opin-
ion of an individual is not based on what he thinks of 
himself, so can we not judge of such a period of trans-
formation by its own consciousness; on the contrary, 
this consciousness must rather be explained from the 
contradictions of material life, from the existing con-
flict between the social forces of production and the re-
lations of production. No social order [system] ever 
disappears before all the productive forces, for which 
there is room in it, have been developed; and new 
higher relations of production never appear before the 
material conditions of their existence have rna tured in 
the womb of the old society. Therefore, mankind 
always take up only such problems as it can solve; since, 
looking at the matter more closely, we will always find 
that the problem itself arises ·only when the material 
conditions necessary ' for its solution already exist, or at 
least are in process of formation. In broad outlines 
we· can designate the Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal, 
and the modern bourgeois [capitalis~J methods of pro-
duction as so many epochs in the progress of the eco-
nomic formation of society. The bourgeois [capitalist] 
relations of production are the ~ast antagonistic form 
of the social process of production-antagonistic, not 
in the sense of individual antagonism, but of one arising 
from conditions surrounding the life of individuals in 
society; at the same time' the productive forces devel-
oping in the womb of bourgeois [capitalist] society 
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create the material conditions for the solutions of that 
antagonism. This [latest] social f.ormation [i.e., capi-
talist devel,opment] constitutes, therefore., the· closing 
chapter, of the prehistoric stage of human society." 
. Here ·\ve have, in broad outline, the essence of so-
cial science. Research into , primitive society, historic 
events with their recurrence of the same general results 
under comparable or similar conditions, a study in 
property relations during the various social systems, 
including capitalism, with an eye specifically to the 
study of political economy-all these confirm the sum-
mary and conclusions embodied in the foregoing quo-
tation from Marx. The tests of experiment, of obser-
'vation, 6f ascertainable facts, applied to Marx's scien-
tific hypothesis, confirm his findings, and prove them 
the very essence . and fulfilment of all sciences-social 
. 
sctencc. 
. It is of interest here to note that a few of the most 
ind~pendent and enlightened sociologists outside the 
Marxian movelnent have adopte'd the es~ence of Marx's 
scientific hypothesis (generally designated the "Mate-
rialist Conceptio'n of History") ~ though they seldom 
credit Marx, and like to bestow upon it innocuous-
sounding designations. The British sociologist, Ben-
jamin Kidd, for instance, does so in his ,vork, ,"Social . 
Evolution," and similar writings, and he even ackno,vl-
edges Marxism as a department, so to speak, in Social 
Science, thQugh 'he is careful to emphasize that there 
is really nothing materialistic about the materialist 
conception of history! That was' doubtless his way 
of apologizing to capitalist institutions of learning' for 
adopting and using Marx's hypothesis! In one of his 
essays Kidd sums up what he calls "The claims of so-
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ciology as the Master Science." He does so specifi-
cally in the following words: 
"The sociological law that 'the so-cial pro·cess is 
prhnarily evolving in the individual not the qualities 
which contrib~te to his own efficiency in conflict with 
his fellows, but those qualities which contribute to so .. 
ciety's efficiency in the conflict through which. it is 
gradually rising towa~ds a more organic type,' carries 
us into the innermost rec'esses of the human mind and 
controls the science of psychology. For it is thus not 
the human mind which i,s consciously constructing the 
social process in evolution; it is the social process which 
is constructing the human mind in evolution. T his is 
the ultimate fact which raises s.ociol~gy to its true posi-
tion as master science. Nor is there any materialism in 
such a conception [!] ~ It is in keeping with the highest ' 
spiritual ideal 'of man that . the only conception of 
Truth or the Absolute which the human mind can hold 
at present is that which is being evolved in it in rela-
tion to its own environment which is in the social proc-
ess.' , 
Marx summed up the relation of the individual to 
his fellows and to the social relations of his environ-
ment far more lucidly and. concisely when he said (in 
the magnificent chapter,. "Cooperation," in "Capital") : 
"When the laborer cooperates system~tically with 
others, he strips off the .fetters of his individuality, and 
develops the capabilities of his species." 
IV 
Exposition of the Law of Value. 
De Leon's labors in the various fields of social sci-
ence have been discussed in some details on previous 
occasions, and need not be repeated here. Most im-
portant of all is, of course, his one contribution t9 
Marxian science which raises him head and shoulders 
above all other social scientists, Marxist or other-
wise (barring only Marx himself) - which, indeed, 
proclaims him the Master Social Scientist - namely, 
his "plan" of the Socialist Industrial Union Gov-
ernment. This contribution has been discussed 
in considerable detail in the Socialist Labor Party 
pamphlets, "Proletarian Democracy vs. Dictator-
ships and Despotism" and "Daniel De Leon: Social 
Architect." To gain a full appraisal of De Leon's 
genius, all his writings must be studied, and regret-
tably most of these are as yet uncollected - they 
are scattered through the files of The People, Daily 
and Weekly. It is our great misfortune that De Leon 
never found the time to prepare, in a few volumes, a 
systematic presentation of all his findings and conclu-
sions in the field of social science-a work that would 
have been comparable in scope, say, to Marx's "Capi-
t~l" or Morgan's "Ancient Society." 
He who wishes to uncover the De Leon treasures 
must dig, and dig deep ' and dig ceaselessly. There is, 
. to me, no more delightful or profitable effort than to 
do just that. One comes across one gem of wisdom 
after another, one instructive lesson after another, 
and one inspiring thought after another. Second only 
to such a treasure hunt is the rereading of De Leon's 
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published writings, the rediscovery of little master-
pieces in social science-demonstrations of the sound-
ness of Marxian economics, of the fact of the class 
struggle, of the utter impossibility of capitalism being 
able to solve its inner contradictions or to escape its 
impending doom, etc., etc. And in pursuing this hunt 
for treasures in De Leon's writings one forms the pic-
ture, not only of the uncompromising fighter, the mor-
tal enemy of capitalism, the implacable foe of the 
fakers of all stripes, the self-disciplined disciplinarian, 
the teacher and the counselor, the humorist, and so on, 
but, above all, of the scholar and the scientist, .and of 
the great human person that he was. 
De Leon hated the craven, the poltroonish, the 
sycophant and the hypocrite. And having · himself 
rebelled against the attempt to muzzle him at Colum- . 
bia University, he held in particular contempt the pro-
fessorial tribe (particularly in the social and allied sci-
ences) who function as the apologists for plutocrats 
and plutocratic interests, though pretending to a vast 
fund of knowledge and learning. His devastating criti-
cism of their phony science, their pretentiousness, was 
matched by the wit with which he feathered his deadly 
arrows. His view of the average college professor 
(presumably allowance must be made for the excep-
tion that proves the rule!) may be summed up in the 
paraphrase made of a celebrated saying by the English 
essayist and wit, Sydney Smith: "There are three sexes: 
men, ,vomen and college-professors!" 
An example of his deep scorn for, and effective 
rout of, a member of the professorial tribe is 'found in 
the series of editorials written in I 9 I 2 which were sub-
sequently published in pamphlet form ' under the title, 
"yulgar Economy." The subject of his criticism was 
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a Canadian professor of "political science," one O. D. 
Skelton, long since happily forgotten. De Leon starts 
off the first editorial in this series in this fashiol1.: 
" 
"The story has come down from the 18th Century 
days of the British stage that a riotous c,ustomer hav-
ing started a disturbance in the gallery, and havi~g 
been seized by those nearby, and being about to be 
thrown over the railing, a voice went up from the pit: 
'Don't waste him! Don't "vaste him! Drop him on ' a' 
fiddler I' ,, ' ' 
, De Leon went on to say that ' it would be "a pity to 
allow 'Socialism, A Critical Analysis,' by O. D. Skelton, 
etc., to go to ,vaste. We propose [added De Leon] 
to drop the 'Critical Analysis' upon the rock of facts 
and thus utilize as a demonstrator what was meant to 
be a ripping up of lVlarxism." ' 
Professor Skelton had made the false charge that 
Marx had ignored the need of a supervising or direct- . 
ing authority in the productive process, with the impli-
cation that that function . was now being performed by 
the capitalist owner whom the professor euphemistically 
calls the "entrepr~neur." De Leon exposed the brazen 
falsehood of the professor, quoting chapter and' verse 
from Marx, proving conclusively that Marx' pot alone 
allowed for the function of directorship in industry, 
but had even pointed out that such directorship was as 
essential to production as the orchestra leader was es-
sential to an orchestra. Professor Skelton had stated, 
as quoted by De Leon: 
"Marx persistently refuses to make any adequate 
allowance for entrepreneur activity except as exerted 
to furthering the , exploitation of the laborer." 
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In exposing this impudent falsehood, De Leon 
quoted this and other passages from Marx: 
"All combined labor on a large scale requires, more 
or less, a directing authqrity, in order to secure the 
harmonious ,vorking of the individual activities, and 
perform the general functions that have their origin in 
the action of its separate organs. A single violin player 
is his own conductor,- an orchestra requires · a separate 
one." 
De Leon further cited a"passage from Marx where-
in it is shown that, "vhereas at the beginning a capitalist 
may personally direct his own sh~p or plant, as soon 
as the stage has been reached at ,vhich capitalist pro-
duction proper begins, the capitalist owner "hands over . 
the work of direct and constant supervision of the in-
dividual workmen and groups of 'workmen, to a special 
kind of wage labore~.. . .. The work of supervision 
becomes their established and exclusive function." 
Finally, De Leon showed (quoting Marx) that "it 
is not because he , is a leader of industry that a man is 
a capitalist, he is a leader of industry because he is a 
capitalist." Any moron, by virtue of ownership, can be 
a capitalist. On ' th~ other hand, there are countless 
leaders or directors of industry who do not own capi- ' 
. tal, and who · therefore are not capitalists. N everthe-
less, they do t.he directing, the supervising, in industry 
-they are the "entrepreneurs," to use the word in the 
sense implied by Prof. Skelton; they are the paid wage 
slaves (though usually well paid wage slaves) of the 
capitalist, hired to do the directing that the capitalist 
is either incapable of performing, or, for reasons of 
his own, unwilling to perform. 
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The brazenness of this capitalist professor was on 
a par with that of the notorious British Professor 
Harold Laski, who falsely asserted a few years ago 
that Marx had failed to mention "that, in addition to 
labor, all commodities to have value must have this at 
least in common that they satisfy some need." In other . 
words, Professor Laski falsely charged that Marx ig-
nored the fact, or denied, that cdmmodities must ha·ve 
a use-value, when the fact is, as even a beginner in 
Marxian economics knows, that Marx devotes consid-
erable space to an exposition of the twofold character 
0.£ commodities, their use-value and exchange-value 
character! College professors may have changed in 
some respects in the thirty years' interval that separ-
ates Skelton and Laski, but, . with regard to the practice 
of falsifying Marx, they have remained unchanged. 
But Skelton lied in other respects concerning Marx 
and his economic theories, and De Leon follovvs him 
through to the end, exposing the man's ignorance or 
brazenness. However, I do not intend to follow De 
Leon in his pursuit of th~ prevaricating professor. 
There are, however, a few passages in "Vulgar Econo-
my" which reveal De I.Jeon's penetrating insight into 
social science which I should like to quote here' as being 
relevant to our subject. Discussing the social feature 
of cQmmodity production, and the fact that capital is 
not primarily a thing, but a social relation, and bring-
ing out the profound sociological significance of this 
fact, De Leon said: 
"Commodities are shown to be impossible in any 
other, and to represent a certain historic stage in pro-
duction-the social stage 'when coop~rative labor has 
set in; the social stage when the producers are elimi-
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nated from and the products arise in social relation to 
one another; the social stage when the product becomes 
a 'social thing'; the social stage when products circulate 
as 'commodities' as a consequence of a new and previ-
ously established form of life; in short, the social stage 
that necessarily excludes from the category of 'com- -
modities' all such things as 'virgin soil,' 'natural mead-
ows,' the 'honor of women,' the 'conscience of magis-
trates,' these not being the product of social labor, but 
mist which .... the Skeltons require in order to cover 
up the tracks of their reasoning-mist "vhich scientific 
economics dispels. 
"In I-Iomeric mythology [continues De Leon] it 
was the giant-beautiful deities of Olympus whom -mists 
were made to conceal from profane-eyes. In bourgeois 
mythology the mists are used to conceal the bourgeois' 
hand in Labo-r's pockets-a" necessary bit of necroman-
cy, we have called it in this series .... , to give color to 
. \ 
the lTIyth that, not Labor, but Idleness is the source of 
value. " 
In a final summary of Professor Skelton's false 
claims and distortions, De Leon presented a magnifi-
ce~t synoptical review of social science. It stands as 
~ one of the finest passages in all his writings, al1d as a 
rock against which professorial cunning and priestly 
incantations hurl themselves in vain: 
"The Marxian law of value' [said De Leon] .. is 
now more fully presented, thus: -
"Commodities are utilities produced for exchange, 
and, to that end, brought to the world's market. The 
exchange is carried on obedient to .that which all com-
modities have in common-the quality of being deposi-
tories of socially necessary labor po\ver. The' quantity 
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of socially necessary labor power.- en1bodied in com-
modities detennines their value. In· exchange it is 
value that is giv~n for value. The complicated · mech-
anism oJ capitalist prdduction conceals the fact. So 
many are the perturbing streams in the market that 
exchange is rarely value for value. The ravages of 
competition, the supply-disturbing anarchistic policies 
of production, ·now send prices above, now depress 
prices below the standard of value. Despite the seem-
ing chaos, there is order. The law of value, acting 
like the centripetal force in nature, counteracts, if it 
does not at long intervals cure, the centrifugal forces· 
in the capitalist market. . 
"The law of value is no idle abstraction leading no-
where. From the law flow, and constitute integral 
parts of it, a number of corollaries, economic and so-
-cial. The leading ones are: 
"I-Concentration of productive po\vers increases 
the volume of wealth, . lowers the value of goods, and 
clears the field .of petty and competitive elements; 
"2-U nder capitalism, labor po,ver, being a com-
n10dity like all others, must decline in value; 
"3-Concentration of productive powers is an irre-
sistible economic force; t 
"4-The. irresistible force congests ' wealth in the 
hands of the few and pauperizes the masses; . 
"s-Labor alone ' produces all wealth; the wealth 
in the ha·nds of the capitalist class is · plunder. 
"In the cards of the law of value is., accordingly, 
Revolution-the adjustment of society to · the unbear .. 
ably changed conditions. The plumb line of the read .. 
justed social structure is the economic inter~sts of the 
working class. Another expression for the Socialist o.r 
Industrial Republic.", 
In this concise and comprehensive statement De 
Leon synthesizes the two mam branches of social sci .. 
ence--truc' Political Economy and 'Sociology. In this 
synthesis he proves that science dQe~, ind~,ed, imply 
prescienco--that Social Science postulate furnishes ba,. 
sis and justification for social forecast; and in thus 
· synthesizing and forecasting, he approves himself be ... 
fore social science master in the master science. 
v. 
AnatomJ, of ·Capitalist "Education" Bared . . 
As trenchantly as Marx, but with. infinite variety 
and details, De Leon catalogued the average college 
professor as the official apologist for capitalist ex-
ploitation of the workers, and as the would-be recon- -
ciler of the irreconcilable contradictions of capitalism. 
With great skill and persistence, and a mass of irre-' 
futable evidence, he proved that capitalist professors 
(especially those who systematically vulgarized eco-
nomics' and social science generally) had not changed 
at all since the time of Marx. The Benthams, Seniors, . 
McCullochs, Rodbertuses and Torrenses of Marx's 
day had their lineal descendants in the Seagers, Taus-
sigs, Seligmans, Carvers and Irving Fishers, all of 
whom De Leon placed on the "gridiron" of Social 
Science. If there were any difference bet,veen the 
former and the latter, it was only that the latter-day 
vulgar economists were more stupid and perhaps more 
brazenly subservient to plutocratic interests. Marx, 
with the skill ~f the master-craftsman, has etched the -
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portrait of the vulgar economist in these searing an 
indelible lines: 
.. "Once for all I may here state that, by classical 
political economy, I understand that economy which, 
since the time of W. Petty, has in~estigated the real 
t relations of production in bourgeois society, in contra-
distinction to vulgar economy, which deals with appear-
ances only, ruminates without ceasing on the materials 
long since provided by scientific econonlY, and· there 
seeks plausible explanations of the most obtrusive phe-
nomena, for bourgeois daily ,use, but, for the rest, con-
fines itself to systematizing in a pedantic way, and pro-
claiming for "everlasting truths, the trite ideas held by 
the self-complacent bourgeoisie with regard to their 
own world, to them the best of all possible world~. "1 
In .the collection of editorials and essays published 
under the collective title, "Marxian Science and the 
Colleges," De Leon proves to the hilt the soundness 
of the Marxian thesis just quoted. He took his pro-
fessors where he found them, but I suspect he had a 
special fondness for the collection at Columbia U ni-
versity. Certainly, through personal experience, he had 
intimate kno\vledge of the manner in which, at Colum-
bia, norlnal thinking persons of average intellectual in-
tegrity were turned into intellectual poodles of the plu-
tocracy. Commenting on a book published at that 
tilne bearing the grotesque title, "Marxism . versus 
Socialism," by a certain Professor Simkhovitch of 
Columbia, De Leon wrote: "Led by our knowledge 
that a Columbia professor wouldn't, even if he could, 
do justice to either Marxism or Socialism, lest he be 
1",Capital," p. 53n, Swan Sonnenschein ed.; p. 93n, Kerr ed. 
pulled up with a sha~p turn for endangering the good 
\vill of l3ishop McFaul toward the university, we were 
on the point of thro\ving the book aside. The blunder-
bussing, habitual to the gen~ral run of of our univer-
sity professors, is of use only to illustrate Ma:rxism 
anent concrete happenings of the day. To criticize 
their 'demolitions of Marxism' is like fetching coals to 
N e'wcastle. Fortunately, hovvever, the kinkishness of 
the title-'Marxism versus Socialism'-induced us to 
glance over the tome. The effort was amply repaid." 
And so De Leon proceeded to demolish the professo-
rial "demolisher" of Marx! 
The fact I want to note here, ho\vever, is that 
De Leon was particularly preoccupied with the profes-
sors ' of vulgar political economy at Columbia during 
the year 19 13. He wrote many editorials on the sub-
ject in that year, several of them being now included ' 
in the collection, "Marxian Science and the Colleges." 
And this, in my opinion, was due to no accident. The 
reason for this preoccupation at this time involved a 
major personal tragedy in De Leon's life. 
I De Leon's eldest son, who had been his assistant 
in the editorial office of the Daily and Weekly People, 
and upon whom he probably looked, hopefully, as his 
successor as edi.tor, had entered Columbia U niver.sity 
tq obtain a degree. . During the same period another 
S.L.P. member, one Charles H. Chase, former man-
ager of the Party's literature department, had done 
the same thing. It ,wa.s not long before both young 
men manifes.ted symptoms of succumbing to the 
thought.corrupting influence of Columbia. Early in 
19 13 one of them, Charles Chase, had agreed to lec-
ture before Section N ew York of the Socialist Labor 
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Party. The talk delivered revealed a very confused 
mind on the part of the lecturer, who, professed to ac-
cept S.L.P. p'rinciples, while criticizing Socialist ~co­
nomics, specifically Marx and the law of value. Cha~e 
was taken to task by S.L.P. members during the ques-
tion period, but" the result was simply to bring out still 
mote strongly his anti-Marxist contentions. 
I wrote an article for the WEEKLY PEOPLE in 
which the attempt was made to analyze and demon-
strate the un-Socialist contentions of Chase. Chase 
'wrote a reply for the purpose of "clarifying" his views. 
He succeeded merely in making 'confusion worse con-
founded, as I attempted to show in a second article 
written for the WEEKLY PEOPLE, ,vhich now is 
included in the volume, "Marxian Science and the Col-
leges." De Leon then wrote the series of "open let-
ters" now also included in the volume just mentioned. 
I have never doubted that De Leon wrote these letters', 
and many of the editorials during' this period, primari-
ly for the special benefit of his son whom he was des-
perately trying to save from the intellect-corrupting 
influences at Columbia. The vagaries and vulgarisms 
of Chase were largely shared by De Leon's son, and 
though De Leon had all but broken with him by this 
time, he must have hoped against hope that he might 
still be able to save him. This passage from the last 
letter to Chase cannot be mistaken for anything but a 
warning and an app"eal to his s.on: 
" .... The Socialist who enter (s) the university 
precincts as a student, enter (s) it on the same prin-
ciple, and for the same purpose, that students of medi-
cine may be recommended to enter a plague-infested 
locality. Fortified with economic and sociologic . sci-
·4° 
ence, equipped with a healthy and logical mind, thus 
rendered immune to the contagion of bourge<;>is official 
economics and sociology, the Socialist may .derive great 
advantage from our universities-not so fortified, the.re 
is no telling what a mental cripple it will be that a 
diploma will be handed to when he graduates." 
Earlier in the same letter ' De Leon had explained 
why, in particular respects, the universities had "be-
come centers from which mental corruption radiates." 
He had written to Chase (read "his son") : 
"Lecture rooms on mineralogy, on astronomy, on 
the differential calculus, on law, on electricity, on ana-
tomy, on all of these and similar subjects, are not liable 
to become centers from which mental corruption radi-
ates. True, there may be, as there loften is, corruption 
in the appointment, of th·e professors in these, as in all 
other, branches-but the corruption ends there. The 
reason is obvious. There is no motive for misdirecting 
instruction. There may be lack of up-to-dateness; 
there may be even ignorance; a set purpose to corrupt ' 
and mislead is not likely. 
"It is otherwise [continued De Leon] with regard 
to the social sciences. . Some indirectly, most of them 
directly, bear upon the class struggle. Indeed, it would 
go hard to pick out one branch of the social sciences 
that is not begotten of ' the palpitations of the class 
struggle. Where the class struggle palpitates, m3:te-
rial interests are at stake. ,It is an established principle 
that the material interests· of a ruling class, in part, 
p-romote immorality. To promote incapacity to reason 
upon the domain of sociology is one of the corrupt 
practices of ruling class material interests." 
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Earlier De Leon had analyzed one ot the differ-
ences between European and American universities 
with particular reference to the field of Social Science . 
. He had pointed to the f~ct that, whenever issues arose 
involving freedom of conscience, autocratic rule, and 
ruling class attempts to hinder progress and suppress 
libertarian movements·, the students at European uni-
versities ,vere generally in the very front lines of the 
struggle, and that they suffered accordingly, in prison 
or on the scaffold. In America, De Leon pointed out, . 
"the student class presents the exact oppo~ite to his 
European fellow." He cited examples of American 
students' offering their services as strikebreakers, and, 
said DeLeon, "no face in audiences held by the labor 
movement bears the cynic's mark more challeng-
ingly than the student's." Noting the few exceptions, 
De Leon said: 
"Whoever feels either pride or shame at the pos-
ture o{ the American colleges succumbs to tvvo errors, 
which resolve themselves into one. · He imagines that 
revolution spells the same everywhere; .and he fancies 
that the article is a pure mind-fancy. In other words, 
he fails to perceive the difference in the material con-
ditions that surround Europe; he fails to see that the 
two territories are at different stages ' of development; 
in short, and as a consequence of this, he is looking for 
th·e real American colleges in the wtong direction." 
And where, then, should one look? De Leon an-
swered :. 
"He who would look for the revolutionary youth 
of America must look for it in America's revolutionary 
class-the workingman; he who would look for the 
real colleges and universities of the land must look to 
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the academies in which the workingman is trained-
_ the classconscious union and the Socialist Labor 
Party. To look for either among the bourgeois class 
and its institutions of 'learning' and then, either proud-
ly or shamefacedly; say one does not find them, is but 
to turn into an unconscious Sam Weller, looking for /' 
his father at the trial of Bardell vs. Pickwick, not in 
the audience ,vhence the voice had proceede'd but up 
among the rafters of the courthouse where he could 
not possibly be. 
"The real American universities and colleges of to-
day [concluded De Leon] are not the scattered build-
ings said to be of learning, and that go by these names. 
Infinitely of vaster proportions and reared upon na-
tional bases are the universities and colleges that fire 
today kindling the flame neeaed to light the torch for 
the next further step in civilization; and the classes 
-. that these colleges and universities address are to the 
ones lectured at the old style colleges and universities 
like the sands of the ocean to the gravel of a puddle."! 
One of the contentions of De Leon was that the 
big endowed universities, having in fact ceased to be 
centers of learning, were nothing else than huge cor-
porations, run for profit, and conducted strictly as 
profit-making corporations are conducted. In one of 
the essays in "Marxian Science and the Colleges" he 
brings out this fact forcefully. He said: 
"As a factory is not run 'for the health' of its own-
ers, as a newspaper is not .operated 'for the fun' it af-
fords its stockholders, neither is a privately owned 'in-
stitution of learning' conducted for 'patriotism.' They 
are all run for the profit of their owners." 
! "Marxian :Science and the rColleges," !by Daniel D'e Leon. 
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Continuing, and referring to "the monstrosity of 
private corporations of learning, just now exemplified 
by Columbia University," De Leon said : 
"Privately owned Columbia University is no worse 
and no better than her sister monopolies, all of which, 
newspapers and factories, are run to suit the private 
and to the nation disastrous whims, caprices and IN ... 
TERESTS of ' their owners." 
This realistic appraisal of "private corporations of 
learning" has received startling confirmation \vithin the 
last few days. The N ew York Times of December I I, 
1944, carried a news story under the rather startling 
headline, "Colleges Classed As Big Business." Its 
subtitle was:' "They Own 'Everything from Oil Wells 
to Country Estates,' Carnegie Fund says." The Car-
negie Fund, in its report, quoted its late president, Dr. 
Walter A. Jessup, as having written: 
"We have long been familiar with the college and 
university acting as a lodging-house keeper and as a 
boarding-house operator ... College operation of book-
stores, frequently with haberdashery as a side-line, and 
of publication enterprises has become an accepted prac-
tice .... the colleges find themselves in the, ~ame posi-
tion as a bank or an insurance company, in the neces-
sity for buying, selling, leasing or operating various 
forms of property. Thus the institutions [of "learn-
ing"], directly or indirectly, engage in many forms of 
business. " 
Quoting further from his statement, Dr. Jessup is 
reported as having said also that, "in many instances, 
managerial ability rather than educational leadership 
is the chief consideration in the selection of academic 
presidents. " 
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Just so, and logically so. For having pointed out 
this _ fact forty years ago (in 1904) Daniel De Leon 
was derided and sneered at, and his refereri~e to uni. 
versities as being mere business corporations was de-
nounced as falsehoods or wild exaggerations. The 
_ fact is that De Leon spoke as a Social ScientIst, with 
all the insight and prescience with which Social Science 
endows its practitioner. ' 
VI 
Adherence to Truth Exacted Its Toll. 
To return to the t"vo young men at Columbia. Of 
Ch,ase little was heard thereafter. He dropped out of 
the Party after receiving an appointment as a profes-
sor at a small town college, and vanished into the night 
,of capitalist obscurantism. Like as not he is teaching 
some youthful aggregation how to fit themselves into 
capitalist society-training them either as efficient and 
obedient wage slaves, 'or as corrupter.s of the intellects 
of this generation's youth. De Leon's son, too, gravi-
tated logically toward the reaction, away from the 
revolutionary Marxist movement, tc;> the building and 
purifying of which his great father gave the .last mea-
sure of that deep devotion and selfless sa'crifice "vhich . 
aTe the marks of the man of science. 
As a result of the Chase incident, young De IJeon 
commenced a discussion with me concerning Marxian 
economics. He advanced the usual quibbles concerning 
the law of value and its corollaries that the high priests 
of bourgeois vulgar economy gene~ally present. C,or-
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respondence between us also ensued. I consulted fre-
quently with De Leon \VPo had ryow completely repudi-
ated his eldest son and denied him entrance to his 
house. I know this because. De Leon told me SO.l The 
story of this painful and tragic episode cannot be told 
now-it is too long for one thing-but I hope- to tell 
that story in full some day. A few incidents will be 
related to illustrate the subject under discussion, and to 
record briefly De Leon's martyrdom on the altar of 
Social Science. For many of us believed that the pri-
mary cause of De Leon's untimely death was the apos-
tasy of his son. Apostasy is not quite the \vord, but it 
is used for want of a better. Treason to the cause of 
Socialism, betrayal of the great ideal \vhich De Leon 
held precious above all else, might better describe what 
De Leon regarded as unworthy and craven conduct on 
the part of his eldest son. 
In the course of my many debates with young De 
Leon on the subject, I found it increasingly difficult to 
come to grips with him. He would hedge and evade, 
make a statement, and then deny he made it. On one 
occasion he denied that Socialism is a science (it 
must be remembered he was still a member of the So-
cialist Labor Party), and that Marx and Engels had 
never contended that it ,vas. As an off-hand reply I 
pointed to the fact that Engels had written a book to 
which he gave the title "Socialism from Utopia to Sci-
ence." However, he remained unconvinced, where-
upon I gave it up, determined to waste no more time 
discussing this subject with him. After the last session 
,vith him, I \vrote him a note, and asked him to answer 
IIDhe rupture between De Leon and his eldest son was, by this time, 
a matter of public record. 
a question I enclosed either affirmatively or in the 
negative. The question was: "Do you consider sociol-
ogy a science ?" The answer received was in the af-
firmative. I then sent him a second question: "Do you 
consider political economy a science?" I never received 
a reply, and the question was'- never raised again. He 
could not deny that political econO'my was a science. 
But if he answered "yes," he ·w-ould thereby have to 
admit that Socialism was a science, since its component 
parts constituted science! -
On another occasion he insisted that commodities 
had more than two values. Why, he saiq, they have a 
color value, a resistance value, a form value, etc., etc. 
He professed not to kno,v that all these qualities were 
mere variants of the use value of commodities. And 
so forth. 
All that I have related here constitutes Party his-
tory, though as yet uncollected and partly unrecorded 
hIstory. The break between De Leon and his son be-
gan when the latter, in collaboration with the notorious 
I.JOuis C. Fraina (now professorializing at an Ohio 
college under the name of Lewis Corey), started a 
criticism of De Leon, combining it with an attack on 
the Party as a whole. There was division of labor be-
tween these two. Fraina attacked the Party in charac-
teristic reformistic fashion, urging changes and what 
he considered improvements in the Party's principles 
and policies, most of them borrowed from the bour-
geois S.P. He urged these changes-novvadays our I 
critics would call it "streamlining" the Party-in order 
that the S.L.P. might survive and grovv, and that its 
future might be safeguarded. At the conclusion he 
urged the Party to disband and join the S.P.! Such are 
the logic and honesty of reformers and charlatans. 
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The chief function of young De Leon in this part-
nership was to attack De Leon's edi'torial policy, doubt .. 
less in the hope of proving him unfit as Party Editor 1. 
The document (which was eventually submitted to the 
N .E. C. at its July, 19 13, session) followed generally 
the lines of that previousl;r concocted by the renegade 
Fraina. It consists of 73 hand-written , pages, and .if 
we may not, with Shakespeare, call it a "document in 
madness," it surely is a document in ignorance and petty 
fault-finding. Young De Leon charged the Party press 
and literature with being deficient in that" (I) its tone 
is discourteous, bitter and denunciatory instead of re-
strained, reasoning and convincing; (2) it is destructive 
and not constructive; (3) it lacks accuracy and consis-
tency in its definition and use of terms; (4) its citations 
from authorities and from the sciences are one-sided 
and inaccurate; (5) it strains its points and overdraws 
its conclusions." 
As you will note, this leaves .little, if anything, that 
could be considered virtue or quality in S.L.P. litera-
ture, which is to say in De Leon's lifework and con-
tribution to Social Science I And this from a son who 
better than ,anyone else should ha,ve known the essen-
tial falsity, the baselessness of the impudent charges I 
which 'he brought against his illustrious father I 
Most of the criticism directed at De Leon was, of 
course, mere pin-pricks. Trivialities were emphasized . 
and minor errors played up, and the critic did, indeed, 
"strain points and overdraw conclusions." One objec4 
4' tion to "the tone" of the Daily People is cited here as 
typical of the rest. A correspondent (obviously an 
S.P. follower) had written to De Leon, in a sarcastic 
vein, asking him how it was that it cost the Daily Peo-
ple several thousand dollars to move, whereas when 
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the New York Call (the S.P. paper) m.aved, it cost 
only a few hundred dollars. The vicious implications 
of this qu.estion were perfectly clear. De Leon an-
swered that when The 'People lTIoved, a 'iYhole 'p r inting 
plant, . a large stock of books and pamphlets, and bulky 
files, etc., etc., had to be moved, 'Vvhereas in the case 0 f 
the Call all that had to be moved vvas its pin-head edi-
tor, Frank McDonaid, and his typevvriter! Apart from 
the designation of the Call editor as a "pin-head," 
there ,vas no question of facts raised, and there could 
have ' been none, for De Leon describe·d accurately the .,-
circumstances surrounding the two papers. And most 
of those 'who knew the Call editor would have consid-
ered "pin-head" a rather flattering description of the 
man! 
De Leon was not only criticized for his o,vn a~leged 
"name-calling," but also for similar alleged sins COln-
mitted by Marx. The point ,vas stressed by young 
De Leon that the Editor of The People used a "quota-
tion from l\1arx, with full approval," the Marx quota-
tion being his apt chara.cterization (and these are 
Marx's ,vords) of ': the arch-Philistine, Jeremy Ben 
tham, that insipid, pedantic, leather-tongued oracle of 
the ordinary bourgeois intelligence of the 19th cen-
tury."l . 
And these trivialities, t'hese pin-pricks, vvere digni-
. fied by submitting them to the National Executive 
COlnmittee of the Party, for serious consideration as 
serious charge$ against a man of De Leon's stature. I 
De Leon exposed the "criticismn for the trifles, inani-
ties and bourgeois reform nonsense that it 'vas, leaving 
the critic "rith not one leg to stand on. At the con-
l''''Capital,'' p. 622, lS'wan Sonnenschein ed.; p. 668, Kerr ed . 
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elusion of his "criticism" young De Leon injected a 
sentimental note (or at least designed as such) by ap-
pealing to the father and son relation. He said: 
"I regret as sincerely as anyone here the necessity 
,vhich · has forced me to take . a public stand against my 
father and teacher, the Editor of The People. But .... 
the Editor of The People has steadfastly refused to 
discuss these matters with me in a fai r and friendly 
,vay [ ! I], and has even gone to the length of returning 
nly Inail unopened. This has left me no alternative 
but to take the matters up in a public and official nlan-
nero I for one alTI heartily sick of the rupture between 
us, AND HERE AND NOW DECLARE MYSELF 
READY TO MEET HIlVl HALF-~TAY, OR 
MORE TI-fAN I-fAI"F-WAY .... " 
Here, un,vittingly, the critic revealed the cloven 
hoof of the shallo,v bourgeois reformer. De Leon's 
reply to that craven plea was magnificent. "If Party 
nlenlber De Leon is right," he said, "I ,vill go around 
the ,vorld to meet him. If he is wrong, not one step." 
The N.E.C. rejected the criticism. Its decision 
,vas recorded in this resolution unanimously adopted: 
"The N ational Exec~tive Committee listened for 
nea rly one and one-half hours to the reading of Solon 
De Leon of the 'arguments' and 'evidence' in substan-
tiation of his charge against the literature of the S.I.".P. 
,vhich charges allege: 
'-' I. That 'its tone is discourteous, bitter and denun-
ciatory instead of restrained, reasoning and con .. 
. . , 
vlnclng; .... 
. "The 'evidence' and 'argumentation' presented bv 
oIon D e I "eon bearing all earmarks of an anti-Marx .. . 
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ian posItIon, defective logic and lack of foundation in 
fact, being at best a gross exagger~tion and generaliza-
tion of incidental and inconsequential defects in the 
Party's literature, the N .E.C. hereby rejects Solon De 
Leon's charges as unfounded and unwarranted, and in-
structs the Editor of THE PEOPLE to henceforth 
ignore all similar 'criticisms' and propositions for 're- - . 
form of the Party press,' coming from that source." 
In due course (a few years after De Leon's death) 
young De I..-eon made common , cause with the unity-
mongers and De Leon-haters in the Party, and was ex-
pelled with the lot, . some of them going into the S.P., 
some joining the anarcho-communist riffraff, and a few 
just soured on Socialism in geneTal anti the S.L.P. in 
particular. Young De Leon, at various times during 
the su~ceeding years, allied himself ,;vith various ref~rm 
groups, in each case identifying himself with the very 
elements and programs fought relentlessly, and ex-
posed and denounced as betrayers of labor, by his dis-
tinguished father. Stultus spernit eruditionem patris 
sui. (A fool holds his father's instructions in contempt. ) 
Thus De Leon had his trials and tribulations from 
within as well as from without. As a social scientist 
he not only had to fight the open enemy of Socialism 
and of Social Science, and defend the principles of the 
S.L.P. at every turn, but he even had to fortify him-
self against attacks from the very shelter of his o,;vn 
roof. Let it be said here, however, ,that, during this · 
trying period, his ~Tife, Mrs. Bertha De Leon, stood by 
him nobly, sharing his grief and his trials. For De 
Leon grieved during this period. Time and again he 
would advert to the son's treason ' to the cause which 
De Leon held so dear. 
In one conversation I had with him he said: "David 
had his Absalom; Benjamin Franklin his William, and 
. I .... ," and he shrugged his shoulders and looked 
away_ In February of I913 he wrote an editorial in 
which (for the first time, I believe) he touched on the 
personal tragedy that had befallen him. It w.as about 
this time he was losing hope and faith in his son. In 
the foiIowing passage from that editorial it is as if he 
is resigning himself to ,a fate similar to the one suffered 
by the enlinent historical personages to whom he refers" 
and as if he envisions the career of his own son as be-
coming similar to that of the sons of these illustrious 
Inen: 
"David had his Absalom; ' five centuries later the 
children of Aristides, a brood of mountebanks, earned 
their living as jugglers on the ~teps of the Panth'eon in 
Athens; still later, and on the portals of modern his-
tory, William the Taciturn, who struck the blow that 
set the Netherlands free from the yoke of Spain, begot 
a son that turned ~pon his father, ,'a bigoted, blood-
thirsty Jesuit; and later still in" our own country, the 
illustrious Franklin's son William ·took up arITIS against 
his own , father's side, and in Behalf of the British 
C ' " . rown .... 
Yes, "David had his Absalom," and pe L~on had 
his renegade son. And whether or not the renegadism 
started before, or during, his term at Columbia, it was 
there that he was intellectually corrupted beyond re-
gemption, there that he completed his "education" as 
anti-Marxist and imitator ,of the reformers and the 
high priests of vulgar economy_ After a lapse of twenty-
five years, Columbia University had taken its revenge 
on Daniel De Leon. And the cost to De Leon ,vas 
greater than he could possibly have envisioned twenty-
five years earlier. 
-The Germans have a saying which runs ': "Der Apfel 
faellt nicht weit vom Stamm." The apple does not fall 
far from the apple tree. These "apples," including 
De Leon's, are the exceptions that prove the rule-
they did, indeed, fall far, far from the old .trees, and 
ceased to have any resemblance to their noble o,rigin. 
VII 
The Progressive Ailm of Social Science. 
That De Leon was a strict taskmaster is not to be 
denied. But he had to be. He knew he had entered a 
movement which demanded of its adherents unflinching 
devotion, uncompromising support, and undivided al-
legiance. He would say: "He .who enters the social 
movement carries his life in his hand. The enen1Y in 
-power is brutal and criminal, and desperate withal." 
Compromise one part, and the whole is lost. It was I 
"Either-or," all or nothing. He conceived, there-
fore, the primary duty of the S.L.P. to be to train men. 
"The thing, then," he said, "is to build S.L.P. men. 
Let this be all serious men' s endeavor. "1 -
- Yet the movement could not help but attract the ' 
unworthy, the charlatans and the schemers-men with-
out principles, but amply supplied \vith personal ambi-
tion, and endowed with inordinate vanity and an ir-
\ repressible desire to advance their personal material ' 
interests, their private fortunes. Always eager to "build 
l"Burn,ing Question of Trades Unionism," .by Daniel De Leon. 
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S.L.P. men," De Leon would encourage seemingly 
bright youngsters, furnish them with opportunities for 
self-development to the end of qualifying them for the 
functions of teachers and guides in the labor ·movement. 
Too often he was betrayed, but that was not because 
he did not understand human nature, but because he 
banked on common decency and the basically good in 
human nature to conquer over the baser qualities in 
aspiring men and women. 
A ca~e in point is the aforementioned Louis C. 
Fraina, now known as Lewis ·Corey. De Leon regarded 
him as. a promising and rather bright youngster, albeit 
shallow and altogether too imitative (in a .Simian 
sense), and irresponsible. From imitating De Leon's 
style of writing, and that of other great writers in the 
Socialist movement, he proceeded to the point of pick-
ing their brains, as the saying goes, or, to put it blunt-
ly, he unscrupulously copied passages from other writ-
ers, without the benefit of quotation marks, claiming 
the purloined matter as his own. Thus to the uniniti-
ated he appeared as a profound and original thinker, 
and was no doubt encouraged by some to believe that 
he was not only a vvorthy aspirant to wear' the mantle 
of -De Leon, but that he would even make a better edi-
tor than De Leon I Hence, his collaboration with De 
Leon's son in the attempt·to prove De Leon unfit to be 
Editor of The People. 
Like so many others of his kind, he practised de-
ception to the point of self-deception, coming to believe 
in himself as the genuine article instead of the phony 
product that he was. He was one of those 'posturing, 
conceited self-seekers who fell in love with words, one 
# who became intoxicated by his own eloquence. lie ,vas 
an actor, who in advance studied his part well, calcu-
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lated every Il1ove, every inflection of his voice, every 
borrowed or stolen phrase, and their effect upon an 
audience, or a reader. His appearance and his voice 
were against him, but he probably did not realize this 
fact in his rapidly developing megalomania. Being 
voluble, unashamedly brazen; ambitious in the extreme, 
and getting around quite a bit, he attracted to himself 
a coterie of similar characters, and cultivated the 
friendship of simpler-minded and mostly honest mem-
bers-the type that loves to bask in reflected "glory. "1 
The result was the formation of cliques where plots 
were hatched against the S.L.P. and the Editor, De 
Leon. The chief plotters would alw,ays be careful to 
praise De Leon highly, but the praise was interlarded 
with criticism (usually unfounded) of this or that 
piece of writing .or this or that incident involving 
De Leon. The praise depreciated in proportion as the 
criticism increased, and soon a consciousness developed 
that "something should be done about it." Hints were 
beginning to be thrown out that De Leon ,vas over-
worked, which was true. But with this acknowledgment 
came the further hints that he had outlived his useful-
ness, that the Daily and Weekly People should be 
streamlined, brought up to date, directed avvay fronl 
1.Fraina, alias ICorey, !became one of the "leaders" of the "'Commu-
nist" movement organized in this .country in faithful, aLbeit stupid imita:' 
tion of .the Russian Bolshevik party. Reckless and unscrupulous, he zig-
zagged from one anti-.Marxist position to another, being at one time 
suspected of being a Department of Justice spy. In the ear.ly twenties 
he disappeared, and the wildest rumors circula.ted concerning his w here-
<ajbouts, some contending he had been executed by the ·Russians, others 
that he had fled from Russia and escaped into Mexico, etc. About ten 
years later he' reappeared under the al~as, Lewis Corey, and has since 
striven earnestly to attain bourgeois respectability. Never known to have ' 
obtained' an academic degree, he ,is now "Professor of Economics" at 
Antioch CoI.Iege, Ohio! Risum teneatisl (What a laugh!) (See "Karl 
1o.1arx and ~!arritan Science," hy Arnold Petersen, pp. 161-177,.) 
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the "faults'" of the "'horse and buggy stage" at ,vhich 
De Leon and The People started. 
Though generally complaining that the Party was 
making no progress, nevertheless every gust of wind 
. that brought some new prestige or strength to the 
Party and The People was hailed as proof that (with ' 
the new conditions developing) , new and younger blood 
,vas needed in the Editorial Office! And wasn't there . 
plenty of new blood ?-There ,vas Fraina, for exam-
ple, and others of his ilk! And so the plots would 
thicken, the plotters would quicken, and De Leon 
would sicken of the whole thing! But always De Leon 
would use such occasions to warn the I members against 
the glib-tongued pleaders, against the smooth char-
latans arid adventurers', against those enamored of a 
phrase and in love with words-in love with them-
selves, and heedful only of opportunities to promote 
their ovvn petty private ·interests. 
Self-discipline and modesty were 'Characteristics 
completely wanting in ,this species of self-seekers and 
organizers of plots and cliques. U ob·ridled ambition 
ruled them, and they fell. But as they fell, they were 
picked up by the enemies of the Party and De Leon, 
and emerged as "great authorities" 'on Socialism, \eco-
n0111ics, and what not-they who knevv not~ing but 
phrases, glibly spoken, or theatrically declaimed. rrhus 
De Leon received his vindication; his judgment on the , 
windbags . and the clowns, on the charlatans and the 
actors, vvas sustained. And he continued his labors, 
re-exploring the field of social science, and ever on 
the search' for the human element out of which S.l ... P . 
. MEN might be fashione'd. 
Understanding profoundly Social Science, and ·be-
ing thoroughly acquainted wtih the inner workings of 
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capitalism, with his intimate knowledge of history and 
historic events, De Leon could early forecast the pres-
ent social trends. Even as he knew that half-measures 
in settling the social problem would not stead, so he 
knew that society would eventually be faced with the 
.choice of two roads-the one ~eading forward to So-
cialism; the republic of emancipated labor and an en-
lightened human race, or the one leading backward to 
a new dark ages, with an enslaved \vorking class under 
the iron heel of an industrial feudalism. If today he 
could have listened to the senseless prattle proceeding 
from the brainless Stalinists (especially in this coun-
try) who, robot-like, repeat the arrant nonsense about 
Socialism being established in Russia; and if he were 
told about the would-be new and great" discovery" that 
capitalism and Socialism (meaning Stalinist Russia) 
can co-exist and insure peace and prosperity to the 
workers of the world-if De Leon could have listened 
to such unscientific nonsense he would have known he 
,vas listening to swindlers or madmen. And he would 
. have been right. 
For he would, of course, have found t~at so-called 
Sociali~t Russia ,vas no more Socialis.t than Nazi Ger-
many, though on the whole he would prQbably ·have 
agreed that the Russians were superior to the Germans 
in the ways of civilization, and in capacity to work 
their way out of despotism. But still he would have 
wondered ,at the fatuousness of supposedly thinking 
people confusing bureaucratic Stateism with the Social-
ist Republic of Labor. The claim that a country pro-
fessing to be Socialist could logically collaborate ,vith 
plutocratic countries for the purpose of saving capital-
ism would have caused him to \vrite down the one who 
so claimed either a buffoon or a s,vindler. 
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But, as for the rest, though he would be disappointed 
to find that Socialism had not yet been established in 
this world in this year of 1944, he would have felt sat-
isfied, nevertheless, that his original diagnosis and fore-
cast were correct. The disappointment of the "liber-
als" over the failure of plutocratic capitalism to bring 
freedom . and well-being to people recently . under the 
Nazi heel would have amused him. For hovv could 
corrupt and decayed capitalism bring aught but in-
creased misery and grief to the starv'ed and exploited 
people on this earth, despite their fine words anq 'great 
promises? 
. -And the present logical trend tovvard absolutism, 
the claw and fang struggle for mat;kets, spheres of in-
fluence and the lust for power among the so-called dem-
ocratic liberators of the world, would simply have been 
to him. one more 'occasion for laying bare once again 
the nature of capitalism, and revealing the logical proc-
ess which inexorably.is driving it to fulfill its final mis-
sion, the mission of demonstrating to the dullest that 
it is against the nature and purpose of capitalism to 
perform otherwise than as the destroyer of peoples 
and wealth, as the murderer of the helpless and the 
weak, as the accomplice and handmaid of all the forces 
of evil let loose in a society in the last stages of disso-
lution. And once again he would have offered counsel 
and direction as the sage and savant that he was-the I 
counsel to the workers to organize their economic pow-
er under the Socialist banner of peaceful revolution, 
and to opera·te the industries for the benefit of them-
selves and all humanity, in fraternal cooperation, peace 
and plenty. 
We who recognize the greatness of De Leon, we 
who have profited by his findings and cOJ?clusions in the 
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field of Social Science, we who share his hope and con-
fidence in the working class, rededicate ourselves to the 
taosk which -he had so well begun, but which as yet re-
mains unfinished. We pledge ourselves to keep ablaze 
the torch he held high-never to permit its light to be 
dimmed, nor its searing power to become diminished. 
With De L~on ~e repeat that SocialislTI remains the 
only hope of humanity-that it offers the only ,vay out 
of the poison swamps and jungles of capitalism and 
private property rule by whatever name. There aOre 
no alternatives. In the words of De Leon: 
"To rear the Socialist Republic; to abolish all class 
antaogonisms by abolishing the last of the systems of 
human exploitations; to redeem itself and, alone of all 
classes in the social evolution of the human species, to 
accomplisoh its own redemption together with that 0 of 
the whole, not at the expense of 0 any portion, of man-
kind, that is the historic mission of the proletariat; 
that is the noble aim that swells with pride the breast, 
and sweetens the present bitterness of the lot of every 
proletarian who is conscious of his class distinction and 
the obligation it imposes upon him." 
(The En'd.) 
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"Political power naturally follows, it does 
not precede economic power," is a law of 
the statric.s of society, of society at rest. A 
social system, once in existence, he who 
holds ec{)nomic power also holds, or will 
inevitaJbly hold political power. In the 
statics of society, with society at rest, eco-
nomic power is indeed the basis of political 
power. 
·But otherwise is it in the dynam,ics of 
society. With society in motion, moving 
toward another sodal system, the political 
effort is the prerequisite for the acquisition 
of that econom·ic power which, according 
to the staPics of the new society, ·is to be 
the groundwork of a new social system, 
and the ba~is of fut~re political power. 




Like .the sea ,that takes up in its bosom 
and dissolves innumer(llble elements poured 
,into it from innumera;ble rivers, ,to -Social-
ism is the task .reserved of solving one and 
all the problems that have come floating 
dowh the strea·ms of time and have kept 
man in internecine strife with man. 
APPENDIX. 
(The following quotations from the wrttzngs of 
Daniel De Leon are brilliant flashlights in social sci-
ence. They illumine the in.telleet of the student of social 
science as they warm the heart of the militant. They 
serve to round out the story of Daniel De Leon) the 
social scientist.-A .P.) 
Social Science and Poverty. 
Socialism and the idea of "lessening poverty" are 
contradictions in terms. If the best that could be done 
with poverty was to lessen it, Socialism would lack foun-
dation, at least sociologic foundation. Socialism's aim 
is, indeed, great; the aim, however, is not to "lessen," 
it is to "abolish," poverty, that is, involuntary poverty. 
Social science establishes that, at one time, the pov-
erty of some was necessar.y to social progress. That 
was the era when the productivity of labor was so slight 
that a sufficiency, let alone an abundance, for all "vas 
impossible. A sufficiency for all being impossible, there 
was no alternative other than either for society to re-
main in general poverty, with the evil train thereof-a 
brute's existence, spent in. grubbing for the necessaries 
of life, constant want, the greater evil of constant fear 
of worse want, and no time for mental and spiritual ex-
pansion;-or for some to be steeped in poverty while 
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others, a minority, being freed from the curse, could 
expand mentally and spiritually, and thus uplift society 
as a whole. So long as society was at that stage of pro-
duction, the abolition of ~poverty, was an idle dream-', -
a regrettable state of -things, yet not an immoral, seeing 
that a better state of things. was materially ilnpossible. 
The only thing then possible was the "lessening" of 
poverty. or, to speak more precisely, the mitigation of 
the ills entailed by poverty-a. reform, not a revQlution, -
as the abolition of poverty implies. . 
A child of the materialist conception of history, 
modern Socialism denounces the past no more than it 
denounces the incapacity of Franklin to reach England 
on one of his trips as fast as 'iVas desired-the material, 
physical m~ans were not then in ,existence to prevent 
either undesirable thing. A child of the mate~ial~st 
conception of history, modern Socialism 'first ascertained 
the material possibilities of our age~ These being 
found to establish the material foundation for the as" 
pi ration to abolish poverty, modern Socialism steps-
forth boldly, crystallizing the one-time idle aspiration 
into a political, a revolutionary, demand . . 
Today, the excuse, the apology for the involuntary 
. poverty of a single member of society, exists no more. 
Material conditions have changed so radically that, so 
far from insufficiency, there· is today the material pos-
sibility of abundance for all. The mechanisms and the 
methods of production are such today that the leisure, 
the freedom from arduous toil for the necessaries of 
life, the emancipation from the clutches of the Fear of 
Want, all these prerequisites to mental and spiritual ex-
pansion, once enjoyable but by some, are today possible 
to - all. Today-all statistical researches combine to 
demonstrate-man can have an abundance at his dis-
posa! with no more. exercise of physical energies than is 
.requisite for health. 
Under such material social conditions, Socialism 
spurns the goal of "lessening poverty" as a miserable 
Reform, as a betrayal of Man's opportunity and duty. 
Under the present material social conditions, Socialism 
boldly seizes the Arch~ngel's trumpet, boldly places it 
to its lips, and boldly s.ounds the call for human re-
demption-the call for Revolution-the call for the 
·ABOLITION OF POVERTY. 
Materialist Concepnon of History. 
The materialist philosophy is not a deduction from 
assumed premises. It is the induction from facts care-
fully ascertained and construed together. These facts 
history furnishes in abundance.. They leave room for 
no alternative other than either to reject the facts as 
false, an impossible thing; or to accept the materialist 
conclusion to which these facts point. From the inex-
haustible quarry of . historic facts a few leading ones 
~ will suffice. ... 
The sense 'that invqluntary poverty is an evil to him 
who . .,is. afflicted therewith is found in all literature, and 
in -all ages. The sense oflhe evil has affected people in 
two ways. . What "those ways were is typified by the 
best types · of t~e people differently affected. Isaiah 
and Plato may be taken as the oldest types of one set; 
Aristotle and Xenophon as the oldest types of the other 
set. . ' . 
The set · typined by Isaiah and Plato undertook to 
remove the affliction of involuntary poverty, then and 
there. Their reasoning was that, involuntary poverty 
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being an evil, the moral sense must revolt against it; 
and, seeing that morality could not bide by the suffer-
ings -of mankind, all that was needed was to render man 
moral. A quickened morality was to establish paradise 
on earth-Isaiah's "Kingdom of the Lord of Hosts," 
Plato's "Republic." 
The set typified by Aristotle and Xenophon looked 
upon involuntary poverty as an ~vil, but a necessary, an 
unavoidable evil. ' The Aristotelian passage, cited by 
Marx, "If every tool, when summoned, Qr even of its 
own accord, co~ld do the work that befits it, just as the 
creations of Dcedalus moved of themselves, or the 
tripods of Hephcestos went of their own ~ccord to their 
sacred work, if the weavers' shuttles were to \veave of 
themselves, then there would be no need either of ap-
prentices for the master workers, or of slaves for the 
lords"-this passage strikes the keynote of the reason-
ing 0 f this set. 
There is not on re,cord, in the history of intellectual 
development, another instance of an error of judgment 
embodYIng a truth of such colossal proportions as the 
error which the Aristotle-Xenophonian school uttered 
in the passage cited above. There is no other instance 
of error big \vith such constructive powers. The 
Aristotle-Xenophonian school looked upon involuntary 
poverty as unavoidable because the tool did not move 
of itself. Under such mechanical conditions, the alter-
native was-either economic dependence, that is, invol~ 
untary poverty, for all, with leisure, henGe, the oppo.r-
tunity for intellectual expansion, for none; or, economic 
dependence, hence, involuntary poverty, with its train 
of suffering's for the masses, arid the consequent eco-
nomic independence for some. 
The Aristotle-Xenophonian school grasped the so-
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ciologic law that decreed intellectual progress. Par-
donably unable to project itself into the future so fa"r 
ahead as the time when mechanical conditions wo"uld" be 
so radically revolutionized that the "weavers' shuttles 
would weave of themselves," this school considered 
slavery, which meant labor and poverty, to be unavoid-
able. By so doing the Aristotle-Xenophonian school 
planted itself upon material conditions as the prime 
factor to determine social institutions and morailty. The 
fruitfulness of their posture is inestimable. 
In the first place, it was a shield against wishes that 
were impracticable. The Isaiah-Platonian school, by 
aspiring and grasping at a goal for which society af-
forded no material foundation, led from disappoint-
ment to disappointment, and finally to the psychologic 
spot where the road forks-one road striking in the di-
rection of extreme Reaction, to a frame of mind in 
which the well-spring of lofty sentiments is dried up, 
and the masses are looked upon as brutish herds, who 
get no worse than they deserve when star.ved or beaten 
over the head into quiet; the other road striking in the 
direction of Hypocrisy, the original sentiments " being 
preserved only in phrases, while actual conduct is hard 
to distinguish from Reaction-each of the two toads 
being worse than the other. 
In the second place, the Aristotle-Xenophonian 
school furnished the key to the successive correction 6f 
whatever principle, however " correct at "one time, time 
may subs"equently have rendered incorrect. By sub-
jecting aspiration to mater-ial possibilities, the" key fur-
nished by this school opened the "portals for loftier and 
ever loftier sentiment in the measure that aspirations, -
once lacking material foundation, were furnished with , 
the same by the material conquests of advancing society~ 
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and because things once held impossible had become at.:-
complished facts. The passage from Aristotle cited by 
Marx contrasts the two schools, and it illustrates the 
incomparable superiority, moral and material, of the 
Aristotle-Xenophonian posture over the Isaiah-Plato-
. -llIan. ' 
The Aristotle-Xenophonian is the materialist phil-
osophy. . , 
The materialist philosophy subordinates the heart 
to the, mind. By so doing, the materialist philosophy is 
the guardian of social morality. ' 
Mass-humanity, the facts of history demonstrate, 
ever adapts its moral conceptions to its material needs. 
The anti-materialist does not, and cannot, escape that 
l.aw of human action. . 
The anti-materialist not only cripples himself, he 
injures society. By expecting universal good-will , the 
application of the golden rule, in short, ideal lTIorality 
under , conditions in which, for instance, "the \veavers' 
'shuttles do NOT weave of themselves," the anti-mate-
rialist renders. himself stone-blind to the advent of the 
, Inaterial ' conditions when "the' "vea vers' shuttles DO 
,veave ' of themselves." Expecting the impossible, the 
anti-materialist impedes the inauguration of the pos-
sible. The consequence is inevitable. It is seen in the 
fact of the churches, the centers of anti-materi,alism, be-
ing filled· with reactionists and hypocrites. 
The materialist, on the contrary, ever adapting 
aspirations to material possibilities, never can inflict 
'upon society the alternate and double injury of promot-· 
ing reaction, or hypocrisy, or both. The highest pos-
sible ideal that material conditions afford he stands for 
-none beyond that. Where material conditions-as, 
for instance, when the mechanic~l appliances for prQ~ 
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duction are so rudimental that the abundance needed -
for the welfare of all is a physical impossibility-his 
mind will curb the beatings of the heart, and he ' will ab-
strain from preaching the New J e.rusalem. He kno~~s 
the deep morality of the warning against the shouting 
of "Peace, peace, where there is no peace," and the 
deep damnation of the practice. On the other hand, 
when material conditions have so improved-as, for in-
stance, when the mechanical appliances for production 
have reached the present stage of perfection that an 
abundance for all is possible without arduous toil-. -
then will the materialist's min'd give full rein to the 
throbbings of the heart, and he will .proclaim the ad-
vent of man's terrestrial well-being. He V\rill do so 
because aware of the deep damnation of upholding 
"War, war, when there can be peace," and the 10 fty 
morality of insisting that there be "Peace, peace, ,yhen 
. there can be peace." 
Being the carrier of the highest morality Socialisn1 
is materialist, materialism being TRUE anti-lnaterial-
ism FALSE, and false pretense. 
Social Science. 
It Social science does not, primarily, inquire lvhether a 
certain teaching is "dangerous to the nation," or not. 
Social science inquires, primarily, ,vhether a certain 
teaching is true or false. Only after the truth, or fal· 
sity, <:>f a certain teaching has been established does so .. 
cial science utter itself upon the teaching's dangerous-
ness, or beneficence, to the nation - pronouncing the 
teaching dangerous, if false; beneficent, if true. 
The method of social science eliminates the C01n .. ' 
plexities of private interests. Personal vie\vs regarding 
the dangerousness or beneficence of teachings, or other 
things, are apt to be echoes of material and, therefore, 
conflicting sentiments. E-ven Roman Catholic prelates, 
when serious errors of individual clericals are men-
tioned, explain the errors on the score of the human 
weakness of the clericals concerned. If prelates, people 
vvho claim ex-officio sanctity, can succumb to their per-
sonal and material interests, the rest of humanity can 
surely not be deemed immune to the temptation. Social 
science takes cognizance of the fact; it relegates the 
question of a teaching being beneficent or dangerous to 
the second rank, and mak~s these views bow to the 
question of first rank-' -the truth or falsity of the teach-
Ing. 
· What is "human nature" ? 
A simple example will illustrate the article. 
Take a young lady on whose velvetychin a flea has 
alighted. How will "human nature" conduct itself in 
such a case? 
That depends. 
If the "molders" of the young lady's opinion 
press, pulpit, professors and political orators-promul-
gate a theory to the effect that the black spot on her 
chin is a beauty spot; if her professors of natural sci-
ence learnedly discourse upon the difference between 
that "beauty spot" and cancer spots, whereas the latter, 
drawing their existence from a predisposition to dis-
ease, lead straight to death, the former, being the ex-
ternal manifestation of internal attractiveness, adds to 
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her charms, ' hence, promotes her happiness; if the po-
litical orators, whom to . he~r the inducement is offe~ed 
her of private boxes at Carnegie Halls, dispense elo-
quent orations upon the preeminence of the "American 
Girl," and, pointedly alluding to her, sing her praises, 
upon the strength of that "beauty spot," as the type of 
"American Beauty"; if from the pulpit, set up in ~he ' 
church whither she takes on exhibition ' the latest mar-
vels of the millinery art, the parson, looking straight at 
her, adds to the rosary of beatitudes a ne"v one: 
"Blessed are the bearers of beauty spots, for they shall 
be greatly admired"; if the morning and evening edi-
tions of the papers that she is inveigled into reading 
publish stenographic reports of the above learned lec-
tures, eloquent orations and pious sermons, and supple-
ment them with numberless others which she has no 
chance to hear, Ibut all of which are pivoted upon the 
purpose of 'causing her to believe that the flea on her 
chin is a spot of dazzling beauty;-in such a case, "hu- _ 
man nature" will, in all likelihood, cause the young 
lady to nurse the black spot and carefully to guard it 
against harm. "Human nature," in such a case, will 
. probably go further. It will cause the young lady to 
spurn as "unscientific"; indignantly to reject as "unpa-
triotic"; piously to condemn as, "un-Godly" whosoever 
would utter anything, ho~ever remotely suggestive o'f 
the idea that the alleged beauty spot was nothing of the 
kind. According to the young lady's tempera'ment and 
length of nails, the dissenters from the theory pounded 
into her would fare more or less ill. None would fa re 
wel~; and their tracts ·would be consigned to the stove. 
-Such, under such circumstances, would be the conduct 
of "human nature." 
N ow, watch the identical you~g lady the instant she 
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discovers that the supposed "beauty spot" is a miserable 
parasite, which, so far from adding to, ,only under-
mines her charms by feeding on her blood. ' That in-
stant she will take the unclean insect between two nails 
and nip out its harmful existence.-Such also would be 
the conduct of "human nature." 
Are there, then, two "human natures~" ? No.; there 
is but one.' In both instances it is -the identical human 
. nature, the identical motive force in action. The iden-
tical motive force of wishing to charm, and which, un-
der the belief that the flea was a heauty spot, endeared 
the p'arasite to the young lady-"-that identical motive 
force, once enlightened upon the facts, aroused the 
young lady's deadly hatred against the formerly cher- . 
ished "beauty spot." The "human nature" remained 
the same. T 'he difference lay in the intellecr-de-
throned by false- teachings in the former, enthroned .by 
correct teachings in the latter instance. 
Satirizing the canting Puritanism of his generation, 
the author of Hudibras summ~d up its theories with the 
. distich-it acted . . 
As if the.ology had catched : 
The itch on purpose to be scratched. 
The biologico"sQciologic concept embodied in the sev .. 
. enth general principle taken from Father Gasson's Bos-
ton address is that of a human race; crippled in pet-
petuity, on purpose to justify the existence of evils. ' 
Men and women need not be reconstituted in order 
,-to prevent the evils that now afflict society. What 
needs to be done is to enthrone the intellect, dethroned 
by false teaching, and lying prone with the majority of 
men and women. . 
The "human nature" argument in support of things 
as they are, and in refutation of Socialism, is a plain 
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case of begging the question. How plain the case is 
may be gathered from the nervous activity of the Fa-
thers Ga.sson . . Human nature is unalterable. If human 
nature blocks the. path of Socialism, why not leave the 
job to human nature? 
SoCialism~Science of Society: 
Basis of Brothetihood of M·an. 
The philosophy of history teaches that suffering is 
not the staff by which to gauge a people's status on the 
scale of progress. Socialist science points out that, in 
all likelihood, the Hottentot suffers less than the Rus-
sian peasant; the Russian peasant less than the workers 
in the German Empire; the workers in the German 
Empire less than their fellow proletarians of Great 
Br~tain; the proletariat of Great Britain less than their 
fellows in the United States. Nevertheless, the status 
of labor in the United States is superior to what it is in 
.Great Britain; ~in Great Britain superior toO what it is in 
the German Empire; in the German Empire superior 
to what it is in Russia; in Russia superior to what it is 
in Hottentotia. Why? For the reason that in Hotten-
totia social conditions are at the bottom of the ladder; 
several rungs higher in Russia; many more rungs high-
er . in Germany; perceptibly higher still in Great Brit-
ain; highest of all in the United States-hence affording 
to labor a ' nearer and better opportunity to cast off all 
social suffering. As the Daily People has more than 
once pointe'd out, when Fred Douglass, shortly before 
his .death, state'd that the condition of his race, the 
Negro, was then tangibly worse than when still slave, 
he probably stated an actual truth, bu~ certainly a so-
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ciologic untruth. Each social stage has sufferings pecu-
liar to itself, and the sufferings in the higher may be 
peculiarly more trying than the sufferings in the lo"re,r 
-as happens with· higher ,organisms in biology. All 
the same, the Negro, as wage-slave, enjoys a status 
superior to that of chattel-slave. The very fact of 
being so much near.er, indeed, within reach of actual 
freedom', affords the wage-slave Negro fruitions not 
/ , imaginable to the chattel-sl;tve. 
Of course, as stated before, the conditions of la-
bor are actually horrible un'der the capitalist polity; 
maybe, as before stated, these conditions inflict upon 
labor sufferings that are more intense than those en-
dured under the Roman' Catholic polity. The test of 
championship of the cause of labor is not a comparison 
of labor conditions under the two polities. The test is 
the activity or non-activity of the clergy in raising la-
bor up the ladder to the point of total emancipation. 
'What was that activity? The answer that history 
makes is diametrically the opposite of Father Gasson's 
proposition. 
* 
Socialism is the synthesis of two sets of laws, one 
economic, the other sociologic. 
The leading economic law that carries Socialism 
in its folds is the law of value-value in exchange. 
The law of value establishes that the standard by 
which goods are- exchanged is 'the amqunt of labor-
power crystallized in them, and socially necessary for 
their production. ' 
From the law of value flow two others, corollary 
to it, under the system of the private ownership of the 
necessaries for wealth-production, that is, the capi.tal-
ist system: ' 
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The first corollary is that the articles of merchan-
dise turned out by the operator of superior capital, be-
ing more numerous and turned out with less expendi-
ture of labor-power thari the articles of merchandise 
that are turned out by the operator of inferior capital, 
drive the latter out of the market. To illustrate: 
If at a given time the machinery (capital) for pro-
ducing calico enables each operator to produce 10 
yards in 12 hours, and the same amount of labor .. 
power produces 4 bushels of 'potatoes, then the calico 
and the potatoes will exchange in the market at-
, 10 yards for 4 bushels. 
If the machinery, operated by one 'of the oper-
ators, has improved and it turns out 20 yards in 12 
hours, then the exchange in the market will be-
20 yards for 4 bushels, 
consequently, the operators operating the sam'e ma-
chinery as before will have to exchange in the rna rket 
their 
10 yards for 2 bushels. 
If the machinery, operated by that one of ,the op-
erators, improves so much more that ' it turns out 100 
yards, then the exchange in the market will he-
100, yards for 4 bushels, 
with the consequence that the -operators who have 
none but the old-style machinery to produce with are 
compelled to exchange in the market their 
10 yards for only 4/10 of a bushel. 
In this progressio'n is read, on the one hand, the 
finish of the small producer, and, on the other, the 
concentration of capital, in short, the Trust, that con-
trivance of production that turns out the largest num-
ber of useful articles with the least possible expendi-
ture of human labor. Against this progression all 
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"Sherman Anti-Trust Laws," all "Interstate Com-
merce Laws," all Supreme Court 'decisions, with or 
without the application of the "Rule of Reason,'" are 
as effective as the noise of tin kettles to affect sun and 
moon eclipses. 
The second corollary to th~ economic la,v of value 
is that the workingman, the proletarian, the man wholly 
without the necessaries for production, is lowered , to 
the status of merchandise, to be bought and sold in 
the labor market under laws identical with those under 
which all other merchandise is bought and sold. In 
that economic law is read the inevitable decline at the 
human factor in production. In view of that fact, no 
"labor law" enacted by the capitalist class can bring 
redress. On the contrary. The main effect of such 
laws, unless quickly followed up with revolutionary 
"moves, is to perform the part ·of social parachutes-
' they render the decline slow, unperceived, gr.adual, 
yet nev'ertheless steady, and, therefore, all ' the 
surer and more baneful. 
The sociologic la ,vs, 'which merge with the eco-
nomic laws just outlined are: 
I. The trend of society is to produce with ever 
in~reasing abundance and decreasing, human exertion, 
so as to' insure to all the material necessaries of life 
to the end that the race be raised 'above the level of 
the brute, and of the brutifying compulsion of toil for 
bare existence. 
2. The mat~rial means toward that consumma-
tion is the ever more" perfect too,! of production. In 
the ,meas~re that the tool is perfected the goal is 
reached. The Trust is, mechanically, the most per-
fect stage yet reached by th~ tool. ' 
3· The process of the p~rfection of the tool com-
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pels cooperative labor to an ever widening extent. 
. 4. The tool of production is the weapon of Man 
against Slavery. Without the tool man is nature's 
slave. In the measure that th~ tool improves, the in-
tensity of the slavery declines. 
5. The mere existence of the tool does not bring 
about man's emancipation from the bondage of mate-
rial necessities. The perfected tool only brings about 
the potentiality of man's emancipation. ' 
6. ' Toolless man being the slave of nature; it fol-
lows that the tool having come into existence, the tool-
- . less individual becomes the slave of the tool .. holding 
individual. That is capitalist society. 
7. The nature of the tool dictates the system of 
its ownership. The collectively oper3:ted tool must be 
.owned collectively. 
8. . The social system pivoted upon the private 
ownership of the collectively wielded weapon of pro-
duction is reflected in the "political systetn" of gov-
ernment. 
9. The , "political system" of government is a 
system of ,oppression-the oppression of the slave by 
the slave-holder. 
10. So long as the tool is not perfe.ct enough to be 
able to accomplish ' its emancipatory function, the 
slave-holder and slave, or the classes, are il1evitable. 
All efforts-whether sentimental or blindly rebellious 
-to. remove or even mitigate the evils of such a social 
system 'are vain. In' the measure that the emancipato-
ry possibilities of the tool ripen, the strain of the 
class struggle is intensified and social discontent in-
creases and takes organized shape. 
I I. Social discontent is the badge of" a subject 
class . . When the subjection is no longer a social ne· 
I 
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cessity, that class is ripened into a revolutionary class. 
12. The economic laws which decree the fated 
bankruptcy of the small holders and their fa ted con-
version into proletarians, fate~ under capitalism to the 
status of merchandise, together with the sociologic 
laws that cluster around and flow from the tool of pro-
duction, determine! at once the ' structure of the revo-
lutionary organization and its goaL 
From the synthesis of these laws, ·or be it their con-
vergence, arises Socialism-a revolutionary social 
movement, which, taking evolution by the hand, elimi-
nates the economic and political ills that today afflict 
society. ' 
In other words, Socialism is the logical sequence of 
economic and sociologic development. It is the move-
ment which overthrows the political State; rears the 
Industrial Commonwealth in its place; harmonizes the 
system of ownership with the collective system of op-
erating the plants of production; and abolishes eco-
nomic dependency, 'the foundation of all slavery. 
Such beirig the material basis of Socialism, the So-
,cialist Movement is the sole one that furnishes the 
foundation and shelter for the loftiest aspiration of 
the loftiest minds of all Ages-. the Brotherhood of 
Man. -
'Industrial Freedom or Industrial Feudalism? 
No greater calamity could befall the land, and; 
therefore Socialism itself, than the political victory of 
Socialism unaccompanied by the adequate economic 
organization, ready to "move in" and assume the reins 
of administration" As physical forc~ anarchism [read 
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/ Anarcho-Communism or Stalinism] would lead di-
rectly to a Paris Commune massacre, so would a pure 
and simple Socialist political victory plunge the coun-
try into national chaos .... Not the Socialist Republic, 
but the "President Hog" of Macaulay's forecast, or 
the sayage Caesar of Ignatius Donnelly's "Caesar's 
Column," would then leap out of the cauldron in 
which the present social forces are seething. 
Social Statics and Social Dynamics. 
In the state of social statics, however bitter the 
outbursts of feuds among the ruling sections of a com-
monweal, the menace of social dissolution is absent. It 
is otherwise at the transition stage 0 f dynamics. At 
that stage the menace of the dissolution of the social 
bonds leaps up hideously - and, then, rough~hewn 
though class tac'tics may be, that menace shapes ruling 
class strategy ...... In sight of the dread apparition 
[of social anarchy], society, instinctively alarmea for 
its safety, ever flies to the other extreme-absolutism. 
The move ·ever proceeds from the ruling class . 
• 
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